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Abstract

In this thesis, a detailed hierarchical structure of eumelanin is described and validated
in molecular dynamics simulations. For the first time, the gap between primary, sec-
ondary, and aggregate structures of eumelanin is bridged. Based on the hierarchical
structure, a new explanation of the photoprotective function of eumelanin is pro-
posed. The interplay of geometric order and disorder characteristics of the hierarchi-
cal structure results in significant and random excitonic couplings among eumelanin
protomolecules. Consequently, these couplings broaden the spectrum and give rise to
a relative enhancement of absorption intensity at the higher-energy end. To provide
a more in-depth understanding of the structure-property relationship for exploring
practical applications of synthetic eumelanin, polydopamine (PDA), a model that
mimics the polymerization mechanism of eumelanin via controlled in silico covalent
cross-linking is presented. The results show the possibility of tuning the molecu-
lar structures and mechanical properties of eumelanin by controlling the extent of
polymerization. Since the lack of well-defined and readily available structures for
eumelanin has hindered the progress of computational studies in this field, a set of
more realistic molecular models for eumelanin is proposed. A brute-force algorithm
is used to generate and evaluate probable molecular structures of eumelanin. The
most stable dimers, trimers, and tetramers of eumelanin protomolecules are identi-
fied. The results show that more planar molecular structures have a tendency to be
more stable; thus, they are more likely to exist. Combining these molecular models,
the heterogeneous nature of eumelanin as well as the structural planarity of its proto-
molecules can both be satisfied. One of the most extensively studied applications of
PDA is in the form of a component in graphene oxide (GO) nanocomposites. Here,
explanations of the enhanced mechanical properties and shrinking ability in response
to the environmental humidity of GO-PDA nanocomposites are proposed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Parts of the review presented in this chapter have been published in Marco d'Ischia,

Alessandra Napolitano, Vincent Ball, Chun-Teh Chen, and Markus J. Buehler. Poly-

dopamine and eumelanin: from structure-property relationships to a unified tailoring

strategy. Accounts of Chemical Research, 47(12):3541-3550, 2014.

1.1 Melanin in biology

Melanin, from the Greek melanos, meaning black color, is a ubiquitous biological

pigment, and the primary ingredient by which the skin protects deoxyribonucleic

acid (DNA) in underlying tissues from ultraviolet radiation (UVR). Unlike the vast

majority of natural pigments (e.g., chlorophyll and carotenoid), melanin cannot be

described in terms of a well-defined structure; therefore, melanin is regarded as one of

the most enigmatic pigments found in nature, and there remains a lack of consensus

concerning what melanin really is [14]. There are different types of melanin in nature,

including eumelanin, pheomelanin, and neuromelanin. Eumelanin is a black-to-brown

insoluble photoprotective pigment. Pheomelanin is a yellow-to-reddish pigment ex-

isting in red-haired individuals, unfortunately with a high propensity to sunburn and

cancer. Neuromelanin is a dark pigment that accumulates within the dopaminergic

neurons of the substantia nigra, selectively degenerating in Parkinson's disease. These

three types of melanin often coexist together in many species, including humans [15].
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Among these three types of melanin, eumelanin is the most common and by far the

most relevant from a biological and technological perspective; thus, it is the most

extensively studied. Accordingly, the term "melanin" is often used to refer to "eume-

lanin" in non-academic articles. This thesis mainly focuses on eumelanin, including

natural eumelanin, which can be isolated in large quantities from the ink sacs of the

cuttlefish sepia officinalis, allowing in vitro studies using physical techniques [16, 17],

and also synthetic eumelanin (polydopamine), which can be produced by the oxida-

tive polymerization of dopamine (DA). The other types of melanin (i.e., pheomelanin

and neuromelanin) will not be discussed in this thesis.

Eumelanin is responsible for multiple critical functions. In humans, eumelanin is

the primary determinant of the color of skin, hair, and eyes. Besides its pigmentation,

eumelanin is also an efficient photoprotective pigment. Eumelanin has an unusual

broadband ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) absorption spectrum [18, 19, 20, 21], which is

a result of biological evolution for protecting living organisms from intense sunlight,

especially harmful UVR [22, 23]. This featureless (lacking in peaks) absorption is very

uncommon amongst organic chromophores [24]. Humans whose ancestors lived for

long periods in the regions of the globe near the equator, which receives more of the

sun's energy, generally have more eumelanin in their skins. For example, people of

African descent tend to produce more eumelanin than people of European descent. In

addition, eumelanin also provides structural support for some species. For instance,

eumelanin has been identified as a major constituent of the jaws of the bloodworm

(Glycera dibranchiata).

1.2 Melanin in human skin

The human skin provides an extremely critical physical barrier against environmental

influences that may affect the physiological status of the body. Three main layers can

be found in the skin: the epidermis, dermis, and hypodermis [25]. The epidermis,

the external, stratified epithelium devoid of blood or nerve, supplies of 5-100 pm

thickness, and is composed of two primary cell populations: melanocytes and ker-
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atinocytes [25]. Melanin, including eumelanin and pheomelanin, is biosynthesized in

melanocytes, which are located in the stratum basal layer. The melanin is packaged

into membrane-bound organelles referred to as melanosomes and then transferred via

melanocyte dendrites to surrounding keratinocytes. Keratinocytes then move out-

wards to distribute melanin throughout the epidermis [26]. UVR from the sun is

extremely energetic and is the primary environmental factor that influences the func-

tion and survival of many cells and the main causative factor in the induction of skin

tumors. The photoprotective function of melanin, especially eumelanin, is achieved

by its ability to absorb UVR. Dividing cells are then protected from harmful UVR

when melanin is produced and distributed properly in the skin. Ironically, given the

fact that melanin helps protect cells from UVR damage, it has also been implicated in

the chain of events that led to melanoma [27], a type of skin cancer that develops from

melanocytes, and accounts for the vast majority of skin cancer deaths. According to

the American Cancer Society, it is estimated that there will be 76,380 new cases of

melanoma in the United States in 2016 and 10,130 deaths from the disease. Conse-

quently, it is crucial to understand the biological functionality and structure-property

relationships of melanin as well as its role in melanoma.

1.3 Synthetic eumelanin: polydopamine

Eumelanin has been found to have many attractive physicochemical properties includ-

ing the broadband UV-Vis absorption spectrum, an intrinsic free radical character,

efficient non-radiative energy dissipation, and a water-dependent, ionic-electronic hy-

brid conductor behavior [28]. These properties have gradually attracted the interest

of scientists from diverse disciplines toward exploitation of synthetic eumelanin as a

biocompatible multifunctional platform. In 2007, Messersmith, Lee, and co-workers

described a universal eumelanin-like coating material called polydopamine (PDA) [1].

Their work was inspired by mussels, which have been shown to attach to virtually

all types of inorganic and organic surfaces (Fig. 1-la). According to their work,

3,4-dihydroxy-L-phenylalanine (DOPA) and lysine amino acids in mussel adhesive
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proteins such as Mytilus edulis foot protein-5 (Mefp-5, shown in Fig. 1-lb to 1-1d)

are crucial for achieving adhesion to a broad spectrum of materials. Dopamine (DA,

shown in Fig. 1-le) has been identified as a small-molecule compound that contains

both functional groups. PDA is a black insoluble material produced by the oxida-

tive polymerization of DA without the need of any complicated instruments or harsh

reaction conditions. Simple immersion of substrates in a dilute aqueous solution of

DA under alkaline conditions in the presence of oxygen results in spontaneous depo-

sition of a thin adherent PDA film (Fig. 1-1f to 1-1h). The thickness of the PDA

film measured by atomic force microscopy (AFM) was found to be a function of the

immersion time and reached up to 50 nm after 24 hours. X-ray photoelectron spec-

troscopy (XPS) analysis of 25 diverse materials coated for 3 hours or more revealed

the absence of signals specific to the substrate (solid red bars in Fig. 1-1h), indicating

the formation of a PDA coating of 10 nm or more in thickness. Little variation in

the atomic composition of the coating was found (blue circles in Fig. 1-1h). PDA

films provide protection for the underlying material against external erosion by agents

like strong oxidants and acids. Furthermore, surface modification of the underlying

material can be used to control the surface properties and to create additional func-

tionalities. As a result, PDA has entered the scene of materials science in recent

years, with applications that go beyond coatings [29, 30], such as solar energy [31],

water purification [32], shape memory polymer [33], microrobots [34], biomedicine

[35, 36, 37], and nanotechnology [30, 38].

1.4 Biosynthesis and chemical synthesis

Eumelanin biosynthesis in epidermal melanocytes involves tyrosinase-catalyzed oxi-

dation of tyrosine or DOPA to produce DOPAquinone, which then rapidly under-

goes internal cyclization to form DOPAchrome (Fig. 1-2) [2]. DOPAchrome then

spontaneously decomposes to form mostly 5,6-Dihydroxyindole (DHI) and to a lesser

extent 5,6-dihydroxyindole-2-carboxylic acid (DHICA). In vivo, this latter process

is catalyzed by DOPAchrome tautomerase (Dct) [39]; thus, the availability of Dct
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Figure 1-1: Mussel-inspired surface chemistry for multifunctional coatings. (a) Photo-
graph of mussel attached to commercial PTFE. (b) Schematic illustration of interfacial
location of Mefp-5. (c) Simplified molecular representation of characteristic amine and
catechol groups. (d) Amino acid sequence of Mefp-5. (e) Dopamine contains both
amine and catechol functional groups found in Mefp-5. (f) Schematic illustration
of thin film deposition of polydopamine. (g) Thickness evolution of polydopamine
coating on Si as measured by AFM of patterned surfaces. (h) XPS characterization
of 25 different polydopamine-coated surfaces. This figure is adopted from Ref. [1].
Reprinted with permission from AAAS.
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Figure 1-2: Biological and chemical synthetic pathways for eumelanin and PDA. This
figure is adopted from Ref. [2]. Reprinted with permission from American Chemical
Society.

determines the relative amounts of DHI and DHICA produced in the final product.

Finally, oxidative polymerization of DHI and DHICA gives rise to the deposition of

eumelanin. The ratio of DHI and DHICA varies widely depending on how eume-

lanin is synthesized. If the eumelanin under consideration contains mainly DHI, it

is referred to as DHI-melanin. On the other hand, if it contains mainly DHICA, it

is referred to as DHICA-melanin. With chemically induced polymerization, the iso-

merization reaction proceeds spontaneously with decarboxylation to give mostly DHI.

Simply put, natural eumelanin usually contains a proportion of DHICA-derived units,

whereas PDA contains mainly DHI-related units [14]. Analysis of this synthesis pro-

cess is extremely complicated due to the highly unstable nature of the intermediates

and the extremely stable insoluble nature of the final product [16]. It should be noted

that a variety of synthetic eumelanin can be produced under different conditions in

vitro; this thesis only focuses on a particular type of synthetic eumelanin, PDA.
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1.5 Hierarchical structure

The term "structure" used in relation to eumelanin has a more complex meaning than

just referring to its molecular structure. The hierarchical structure of eumelanin is

thought to be made up of at least three structural levels: primary, secondary, and

aggregate [2, 9, 10, 40, 41]. It is instructive to compare the hierarchical structures of

eumelanin and proteins, which are macromolecules with multiple different levels of

structure: primary, secondary, tertiary, and higher orders. The primary structure of

a protein is its molecular structure, which is made up of 20 different standard amino

acids in the polypeptide chain. These amino acids are referred to as fundamental

building blocks of proteins, and can join to form chain-like structures, which are

referred to as peptides or proteins, depending on the number of amino acids in the

sequences. The primary structure of eumelanin is also referred to as its molecular

structure, which is made up of two fundamental building blocks: DHI and DHICA.

Unlike proteins, the primary structure of eumelanin is not well-defined because these

fundamental building blocks can form various molecules (oligomers) with different

sizes (polymerization degrees). The structural investigation of natural eumelanin is

challenging due to its amorphous character, marked insolubility in almost all organic

solvents, and close association with the cellular ingredients of the biological matrix.

Since eumelanin consists of more than one species of molecules and the detailed

molecular structures are still controversial, the term "eumelanin molecule" is con-

sidered inappropriate to use. Accordingly, an alternative term "eumelanin proto-

molecule" is often used to refer to the primary level of eumelanin structure in liter-

ature, as does this thesis. Some important structural characteristics of eumelanin's

primary structure have been identified in experiments. X-ray diffraction studies [6, 7]

and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) measurements [3, 42, 43] show that the size

of eumelanin protomolecules is around 15-20 A, which suggests that the tetramers and

pentamers formed by covalently bonded DHI and DHICA units are the most prob-

able molecular structures of eumelanin. Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization

(MALDI) mass spectrometry studies [44, 45, 46, 47, 48] show that the mass of eume-
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Figure 1-3: Molecular models for eumelanin. (a) Octameric model shown with random

linkage of DHI units. (b) Pentarneric model shown with random linkage of DHI units.

(c) Variant of the model shown in (b). This figure is adopted from Ref. [3]. Reprinted

with permission from Elsevier.

lanin protomolecules is within or below 600-1200 amu, while large polymeric struc-

tures are not observed, with the exception of data reported in a recent study [49].

Furthermore, most mass spectrometry investigations support the claim that tetramers

and pentamers constitute the majority of eumelanin, while slightly larger structures,

such as the hexamers, heptamers, and octamers, are also possible. Fig. 1-3 shows

molecular models proposed by Cheng et al. [6, 7], which were created by random link-

ages of DHI units based on the probable sizes of eumelanin protomolecules (around

15-20 A). Due to the small polymerization degree of eumelanin protomolecules, they

are referred to as oligomers instead of polymers in this thesis. As with eumelanin,

MALDI mass spectrometry analysis of PDA has indicated mixtures of low molecular

weight (up to octamers) [50]. As a result, PDA is not a real polymer, and the term

"polydopamine" is misleading. In addition to the low molecular weight, PDA does

not arise by dehydrative condensation of DA to form a polymer, as the name sug-

gests. Thus, the term "dopamine melanin" is more appropriate than "polydopamine"

and is strongly recommended by d'Ischia et al. [2]. However, to be consistent with

the studies in the field of eumelanin and PDA chemistry, the term "polydopamine"

will still be used in this thesis to refer to the material synthesized by the oxidative

polymerization of DA.

The secondary structure of proteins characterizes local structural conformations

due to well-aligned hydrogen bonds. The two main types of secondary structures of

proteins are a-helix and -sheet. In the case of eumelanin, X-ray diffraction studies
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Figure 1-4: Three-dimensional molecular model of eumelanin as three stacked eume-
lanin protomolecules. This figure is adopted from Ref. [3]. Reprinted with permission
from Elsevier.

[6, 7], STM measurements [3, 42, 43], atomic force microscopy (AFM) [17], and trans-

mission electron microscopy (TEM) [40], suggest the existence of small near-planar

oligomers that appear to be stacked together via non-covalent intermolecular inter-

actions including van der Waals and r-r interactions to form graphite-like layered

aggregates. Fig. 1-4 shows the stacking of eumelanin protomolecules, which was pro-

posed to capture the prominent stacking feature found in experiments. This stacking

structure is referred to as secondary structure of eumelanin and is one of the most

important structural features of eumelanin.

The tertiary structure of a protein is a description of the complex and irregular

folding of the peptide chain in three dimensions. However, the higher order struc-

tural levels of eumelanin are not well-defined. Larger particles formed by eumelanin's

secondary structures are sometimes called eumelanin's aggregate structures in litera-

ture [24]. However, unlike eumelanin's secondary structure, which has the prominent

stacking feature, the manner in which eumelanin's aggregate structure form from its

secondary structures is unclear and will be investigated in this thesis.

1.6 Chemical disorder

Unlike other biomaterials such as DNA and proteins with well-defined and ordered

structures, the structural and physicochemical properties of eumelanin-like materi-
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als imply various levels of chemical disorder. From small-scale to large-scale, these

chemical disorder levels are monomeric disorder, oligomeric size disorder, molecular

disorder, electronic disorder, and suprarnolecular disorder. Monomeric disorder re-

lates to the variety of fundamental building blocks participating in the polymerization

process. Oligomeric size disorder refers to the formation of different sizes of oligomers

in the polymerization process. Molecular disorder denotes the degree of structural

diversity due to the covalent bonds formed at different positions in the monomers to

form oligomers. Electronic disorder relates to the distribution of redox states within

oligomers. Supramolecular disorder depends on the variety of aggregates that can be

generated by intermolecular interactions between oligomers. As a result, eumelanin

and PDA are characterized by huge chemical disorder, and control of this disorder

may allow the shaping of the physicochemical properties of these materials [2].

1.7 Motivation and objective

The progress in the field of eumelanin and PDA chemistry has been based on empirical

approaches rather than a solid framework of structure-property relationships. The

main reason is that there remains a lack of knowledge to link the fundamental building

blocks (i.e., DHI and DHICA) of eumelanin and PDA to their macroscopic properties.

The rational design and tailoring of eurnelanin and PDA may greatly benefit from

the current advances of in silico modeling approaches which yield considerable insight

into their architecture and properties. Atomistic simulation methods, such as density

functional theory (DFT) and molecular dynamics (MD), can serve as powerful tools to

predict the physicochemical properties of materials. Provided that all atom positions

and charges are known, atomistic simulation provides the possibility to understand the

structure-property relationships of materials from a bottom-up approach to design

and optimize materials to achieve desired properties. However, the lack of well-

defined and readily available structures for eumelanin and PDA has hindered the

progress of computational studies in this field. For example, only a few attempts have

been made to investigate the optical properties of eumelanin from a computational
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perspective. These studies were limited to considering no more than three molecules

[5, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56], which ignoring the hierarchical structure of eumelanin,

and were not able to provide a full picture of its optical properties. This thesis

aims to provide the fundamental knowledge necessary to explain the physicochemical

properties, such as the self-assembly mechanism, and the structural, mechanical, and

optical properties, of eumelanin-like materials. In addition, this thesis also aims to

provide insight into the polymerization process that leads to the actual structure

of eumelanin-like materials, as well as to provide better molecular models for these

materials, which is extremely critical for performing more accurate simulations.

1.8 Thesis outline

This thesis is organized into three parts. The first part, consisting of Chapters 2,

3, and 4, reproduces some of the important properties of eumelanin-like materials

using large-scale simulations and explains the underpinning mechanisms that control

these properties. The simulations in the first part are carried out using two different

approaches: oligomer-based and monomer-based. Chapter 2 begins with an investi-

gation of the self-assembly and structural properties of eumelanin-like materials using

the simulations from the oligomer-based approach, in which the molecular models of

eumelanin and PDA are adopted directly from literature. These models include a

monomeric model proposed by Dreyer et al. [8], a tetrameric model proposed by

Kaxiras et al. [5, 53], as well as pentameric and octameric models proposed by Cheng

et al. [6, 7], which cover a broad range of the most probable molecular sizes of

eumelanin-like materials. Chapters 3 and 4 continue to use the same molecular mod-

els for studying the optical and mechanical properties, respectively, of eumelanin-like

materials. Chapter 3 reports a first-principles computational investigation to explain

the broadband absorption feature of eumelanin-like materials, which has long been a

topic of scientific debate. Chapter 4 introduces a new computational model in which

the degree of polymerization can be controlled via in silico covalent cross-linking be-

tween DHI units. This computational model belongs to the monomer-based approach,
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in which the molecular models of eumelanin and PDA are generated in simulations

based on the most probable cross-linking sites of DHI units.

The second part, Chapter 5, of this thesis deals with elucidating the molecular

structures of eumelanin-like materials, one of the most challenging issues in this field.

Chapter 5 presents a set of modeling methods to generate and evaluate probable

molecular structures of eumelanin and PDA systematically, explains some important

structural features, and provides new molecular models for more accurate modeling

of these materials. The third part, Chapter 6, presents a study of the mechanical

properties of graphene oxide (GO) and PDA nanocomposites, one of the most popular

applications of PDA, focusing on their mechanical strength, and shrinking mechanism

during dehydration.

The last chapter of this thesis, Chapter 7, summarizes the key findings and their

significances, discusses the results, and proposes possible future directions.

1.9 Methodology

1.9.1 Molecular dynamics

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation is a powerful tool for applications in various

research fields including physics, chemistry, biology, and engineering. The evolution

over time of a set of interacting atoms is followed by integrating their equations of

motion given by Newton's second law:

d 2ri dU(ri)
dt2  dri

where mi is the mass of atom i, ri is the position vector of atom i, and U is the

potential energy. The equations of motion are ordinary differential equations, which

can be solved numerically. There are many integration algorithms to solve ordinary

differential equations; however, it is better to use algorithms specifically suited for

systems obeying Newton's equations of motion such as the Verlet algorithm. The mo-

tion (atomic positions and velocities) is calculated and recorded, and other quantities
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are derived from it. The key to MD simulations is the determination of the potential

energy, U. This quantity is determined from a prescribed force field. Reactive force

fields such as ReaxFF are capable of capturing covalent bond chemistry; other non-

reactive force fields can only simulate non-covalent interactions. The total potential

energy of a system can be expressed by the superposition of valence, cross-term, and

non-bonded interactions shown below:

Etotai = Evaience + Ecrossterm + Enonbond (1.2)

The valence interactions consist of bond stretching, bond angle bending, dihedral

angle torsion, and out-of-plane (oop) angle torsion terms shown below:

Evaience = Ebond + Eangle + Etorsion + Eoo (1.3)

The geometry definitions of bond length, bond angle, dihedral angle, and out-of-plane

angle are shown in Fig. 1-5. The non-bonded interactions consist of van der Waals,

electrostatic, and (in some force fields) hydrogen bond terms shown below:

Enondon= Evdw + Ecouiomb + Ehbond (1.4)

The cross-terms represent coupling between deformations of internal coordinates.

These terms are sometimes required to accurately reproduce experimental vibrational

frequencies and other dynamic properties of molecules.

1.9.2 Consistent valence force field

In this thesis, the classical MD simulations in Chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5, are performed

using the large-scale atomic/molecular massively parallel simulator (LAMMPS) [57]

with the consistent valence force field (CVFF) [58, 59]. CVFF is a generalized valence

force field, which was developed to reproduce the properties of small organic crystals

and gas phase structures. It also handles peptides, proteins, and a wide range of
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Figure 1-5: Schematic diagrams of valence interactions. (a) bond, (b) bond angle, (c)

dihedral angle, and (d) out-of-plane angle.

organic systems. CVFF has been widely applied in modeling organic molecules with

aromatic rings such as benzene and caffeine co-crystals [60]. At the same time, efforts

have been made to parameterize CVFF for inorganic materials, including silica as

well as the interface between epoxy and silica (61]. The analytic form of the total

potential energy expression used in CVFF is shown below:

Etotai = Kb (b - b,) 2 + Ko (0 - 00) 2 + Kp [I + d cos(n#)]

b 0
b2 0-(1.5)

+ K [ + d cos(m#)] + E 4 12 + qqj

where Kb, Ko, KO, and Kx are stiffness constants. The terms bo and 00 are the

equilibrium bond length and angle, respectively. The terms b, 0, # and X are bond

length, bond angle, dihedral angle, and out-of-plane angle, respectively. The term rij

is the distance between the i-th and j-th atoms with chagres qj and qj, respectively.

The term cij is the depth of the Lennard-Jones potential well and o-j is the finite

distance at which the inter-particle potential is zero between the i-th and j-th atoms.

The term c is the dielectric constant for Coulombic interactions, which is used to
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reduce the strength of the interactions.

Terms 1, 2, 3, and 4 in Eq. 1.5 represent the energy of deformation of bond

lengths, bond angles, torsion angles, and out-of-plane angles, respectively. Note that

these four terms are all in the harmonic form. A more complex term given by Morse

potential can be used for the bond-stretching term in CVFF. However, the Morse form

is computationally more expensive than the harmonic form (Term 1). In this thesis,

all MD systems are equilibrated at room temperature (300 K) before studying their

properties; thus, the bond lengths in the systems are near their equilibrium lengths.

Since the difference between the harmonic form and Morse form when a bond is close

to its equilibrium length is negligible, the more accurate, yet more expensive, Morse

potential is not used in this thesis. In addition, the dynamic properties of molecules

are not a focus; thus the cross-terms in CVFF are ignored in the simulations to in-

crease the efficiency. The last two terms (Terms 5 and 6) describe the non-bonded

interactions. Term 5 represents the van der Waals interaction with a Lennard-Jones

potential. Term 6 is the Coulombic representation of electrostatic interactions. In

CVFF, hydrogen bonds are a natural consequence of the standard van der Waals and

electrostatic parameters. To input the correct parameters for CVFF, the molecular

models of eumelanin and PDA used in Chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5 are created in Ma-

terials Studio [62], where the atom types for CVFF can be correctly assigned. The

bond increment section of the force field file for CVFF has been expanded so that

partial charges can be determined. The connectivity of the molecules is obtained from

Materials Studio and converted to data files for LAMMPS.

1.9.3 Reactive force field

In this thesis, the reactive MD simulations in Chapter 6 are performed using LAMMPS

with a reactive force field, ReaxFF, developed by van Duin, Goddard, and co-workers

[4]. Non-reactive force fields such as CHARMM (Chemistry at HARvard Macromolec-

ular Mechanics) and CVFF are only capable of describing bond stretching around

the equilibrium state, and cannot describe bond dissociation and formation. To get

a smooth transition from non-bonded to single, double and triple bonded systems, a
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proper description of bond length and bond order relationship is required. ReaxFF

can capture the change of bonds by considering bond-orders that are estimated by the

relative distances between atoms. The bond-order information enables simulations to

consider quantum chemical states of atoms to form or dissociate bonds in the systems.

Fig. 1-6 shows a concept of the bond-order of ReaxFF for hydrocarbon systems [4].

Based on the bond-order dependency, the potential between carbon atoms changes

and goes to zero when it reaches the defined breaking points. Unlike non-reactive

force fields in which the bond orders are fixed and defined using multiple atom types

in the systems, ReaxFF updates its bond orders every iteration. All connectivity-

dependent interactions are made bond-order dependent, insuring that their energy

contributions disappear upon bond dissociation. Non-bonded interactions are cal-

culated between every atom pair, irrespective of connectivity. Excessive close-range

non-bonded interactions are avoided by shielding. ReaxFF uses a geometry-dependent

charge calculation scheme that accounts for polarization effects. ReaxFF has been

shown to provide an accurate description of hydrocarbons and water [4], and allows

for an explicit consideration of long-range and non-bonded interactions (i.e., van der

Waals, Coulombic, and hydrogen bonding interactions), making it particularly suit-

able for simulations of graphene oxide (GO) systems [63, 64]. In Chapter 6, ReaxFF is

adopted for studying the mechanical properties of GO and GO-PDA nanocomposites.
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C-C distance (A)

Figure 1-6: Interatomic distance dependency of carbon-carbon
ReaxFF. This figure is modified from Ref. [4].
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Chapter 2

Self-assembly and structural

properties of eumelanin

This chapter contains the content regarding the self-assembly and structural proper-

ties of eumelanin in the publications:

1. Chun-Teh Chen, Vincent Ball, Jose Joaquim de Almeida Gracio, Manoj Ku-

mar Singh, Valerie Toniazzo, David Ruch, and Markus J. Buehler. Self-assembly of

tetramers of 5, 6-dihydroxyindole explains the primary physical properties of eume-

lanin: Experiment, simulation, and design. A CS Nano, 7(2):1524-1532, 2013.

2. Chun-Teh Chen, Chern Chuang, Jianshu Cao, Vincent Ball, David Ruch, and

Markus J. Buehler. Excitonic effects from geometric order and disorder explain broad-

band optical absorption in eumelanin. Nature Communications, 5, 2014.

2.1 Introduction

Essential structural characteristics that provide valuable insights into the self-assembly

and structural properties of eumelanin have been found in experiments, albeit the de-

tailed structure of eumelanin including the molecular and higher level structures are

still unclear. The X-ray scattering experiments implemented by Cheng et al. [6, 7

and the STM experiments performed by Zajac et al. [3], suggest that eumelanin is

a heterogeneous material consisting of stacked oligomers. The increasingly more ex-
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perimental evidence is in favor of the heterogeneous model [65, 66]. Although some

studies have proposed molecular models for eumelanin based on experimental obser-

vations, they have not yet included any large-scale computational investigations (e.g.,

MD simulations) to verify if the proposed eumelanin molecular models can reproduce

the self-assembly and structural properties of eumelanin.

Recently, Kaxiras et al. [5] proposed a new, detailed molecular model for eume-

lanin, based on a tetrameric molecular structure consisting of four monomer units, in

arrangements that contain an inner porphyrin ring. In their subsequent work, Meng

and Karixas [53] performed DFT calculations to establish a transition to higher level

aggregates from a single tetramer. They found that two such tetramers do not only

associate in a quasi-parallel arrangement with an interlayer spacing of around 3-4

A via ir-stacking and van der Waals interaction, but also bind in a covalent manner

via interlayer C-C bonds. However, these studies restricted the systems to only two

tetramers due to the computational limitations of DFT calculations. Consequently,

these studies could not provide a full understanding of the self-assembly and struc-

tural properties of eumelanin. It is of great interest to consider larger systems to have

more physical information about the formation of eumelanin. Therefore it is manda-

tory to go from the two-tetramer systems investigated by Meng and Kaxiras [53] to

somewhat larger and more realistic systems made up of some hundreds of eumelanin

protomolecules.

The objective of this chapter is to study the self-assembly and structural properties

of eumelanin by using large-scale MD simulations. Since there is still no agreement

on the molecular structures of eumelanin, a variety of eumelanin molecular models

supported by experimental or theoretical studies are considered. The simulated ag-

gregate structures are compared with synthetic eumelanin (PDA) as characterized

using high-resolution TEM.
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Figure 2-1: Molecular models of eumelanin. (a) Tetrameric model proposed by Kaxi-

ras et al. [5]. (b) Pentameric and (c) octameric models proposed by Cheng et al.

[6, 7]. (d) Monomeric model proposed by Dreyer et al. [8]. The two monomers in the

monomeric model are called M1 and M2 here. This figure is adopted from Ref. [9].

Reprinted with permission from Nature Publishing Group.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Eumelanin molecular models

Eumelanin protomolecules comprise DHI and DHICA, as well as their derived redox

forms. These redox forms include hydroquinone (HQ), indolequinone (IQ) and its

tautomers (QIs) including quinone-methide (MQ) and quinone-imine (NQ). Accord-

ing to the DFT study by Kaxiras et al. [5], there are 21 possible arrangements of

four individual monomer units (e.g., HQ, IQ, MQ, and NQ) in a tetrameric model, if

considering the two QI forms (e.g., MQ and NQ) as one type. However, only eight of

them that contain two or three QI units have large positive formation energy. As a

result, these eight tetramers are considered the dominant tetramers. In this chapter,

the most stable tetramer among the eight dominant tetramers, the IQ-MQ-IQ-MQ

tetramer containing two IQ and two MQ units, is adopted as one of the eumelanin

molecular models (Fig. 2-la) in the simulations. In addition to this tetrameric

model, other eumelanin molecular models proposed in the literature are also consid-

ered. These molecular models include a pentameric (Fig. 2-1b) and octameric (Fig.

2-10) models proposed by Cheng et al. [6, 7] as well as a monomeric model (Fig.

2-1d) proposed by Dreyer et al. [8]. These four different molecular models cover a

broad range of the most probable molecular sizes of eumelanin.
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2.2.2 Atomistic modeling and equilibration

Full atomistic MD simulations are implemented using LAMMPS [57] with CVFF

[58, 59]. The comparison between DFT calculations and MD simulations with CVFF

is discussed in Appendix B.1. The charge is taken into account in the simulations. The

total charge of the four eumelanin molecular models is zero (electroneutral). Energy

minimization using the conjugate gradient (CG) algorithm is implemented before

MD simulations. The nonbonding interactions (12/6 Lennard-Jones and Coulombic

interactions) are computed using a neighbor list cutoff of 12 A. Periodic boundary

conditions (PBCs) are applied.

Four large-scale systems are created. Three of them consist of 729 molecules

using the tetrameric, pentameric, and octameric models. The remaining one consists

of 1,458 (729-set) molecules using the monomeric model. The initial distance between

two molecules in the systems is set to larger than 30 A to ensure that there are no

intermolecular interactions in the initial configuration. After energy minimization, the

systems are simulated with the NPT ensemble at a constant temperature of 1,000 K

and pressure of 1.013 bar for 2 ns to ensure sufficient exploration of the configurations

of the final aggregates. The high temperature in the simulations allows the molecules

to reach more stable configurations much faster than simulating at room temperature

(300 K). However, there are some vacancies in the systems after the previous NPT

ensemble, and these vacancies might remain in the systems for a long time even

after the temperature is reduced to 300 K. In order to remove these vacancies, the

systems are then simulated with the NPT ensemble at a constant temperature of 300

K and pressure of 10,130 bar for another 2 ns. The high pressure in the simulations

compresses the systems and removes these vacancies. To study the self-assembly and

structural properties at room temperature (300 K) and standard atmospheric pressure

(1.013 bar), the systems are then simulated with the NPT ensemble at a constant

temperature of 300 K and pressure of 1.013 bar for another 2 ns in the final step.
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2.3 Results and discussion

2.3.1 Small-scale MD simulations

One of the most important structural characteristics of eumelanin is that the eume-

lanin protomolecules tend to stack together in planar graphitic arrangements. To

calculate the equilibrium interlayer spacing between two stacked eumelanin proto-

molecules, a simple system containing only two tetramers is investigated. The initial

distance between these two tetramers is adjusted to 1.8 A. After energy minimization,

the interlayer spacing is increased from 1.8 A to 3.3 A. This spacing is very close

to previous experimental and computational studies [53]. To start the investigation

on the self-assembly mechanism, a small system containing four tetramers is investi-

gated. After energy minimization, the system is simulated with the NVT ensemble at

a constant temperature of 300 K. The snapshots of the system during the simulation

are shown in Fig. 2-2. In the figure, these four tetramers are separated from each

other in the initial configuration (0 ps) and are stacked together to form a layered

structure, which is also referred to as secondary structure, after 6 ps. The simula-

tion shows that forming secondary structures is thermodynamically more favorable

compared to other configurations.

Other two small systems are created to study the size distribution of secondary

structures. One of them contains eight tetramers and the other contain twelve

tetramers. After energy minimization, the systems are simulated with the NVT en-

semble at a constant temperature of 300 K for 100 ps, and the snapshots of the systems

after the simulations are shown in Fig. 2-3. One secondary structure can be identified

in the snapshot of the system containing eight tetramers shown in Fig. 2-3a. These

eight tetramers all stacked together to form a secondary structure. In the snapshot

of the system containing twelve tetramers shown in Fig. 2-3b, three secondary struc-

tures can be identified, and each one of them contains four tetramers. These three

secondary structures also attract to each other via nonbonding interactions to form

an aggregate structure. Note that the number of secondary structures that will form

depend on the initial configuration (positions and velocities) of the molecules. The
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Figure 2-2: Snapshots of eumelanin self-assembly obtained from MD simulations.

simulation results do not imply that eight tetramers will form one secondary structure,

and twelve tetramers will form three secondary structures. With a different initial

configuration or different simulation setup, a system containing eight tetramers could

form two secondary structures and a system containing twelve tetramers could form

only one secondary structure. In most cases, a large secondary structure is less stable

than two or more smaller secondary structures aggregating together. The criteria

used to define secondary structures is described in Appendix A.I.

2.3.2 Large-scale MD simulations

The investigation of eumelanin aggregate structure is then expanded to the large-

scale systems consisting of 729 oligomers (i.e., tetramers, pentamers, and octamers)

or 1,458 (729-set) monomers. The snapshots of the large-scale systems after the MD

equilibrations (see Methods section for details) are shown in Fig. 2-4 [9]. The snap-

shots obtained from the simulations using the oligomeric models (Fig. 2-4a, 2-4b, and

2-4c) reveal simulated aggregate structures similar to those observed experimentally

[10, 40]. Fig. 2-5 [10] shows a TEM micrograph of synthetic eumelanin (PDA). In

both the simulated and experimentally obtained aggregate structures, some layered
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Figure 2-3: Snapshots of eumelanin aggregate structures obtained from MD simula-
tions. (a) One secondary structure contains eight tetramers. (b) Three secondary
structures contain a total of twelve tetramers.

structures are identified. The distance between stacked eumelanin protomolecules is

around 3.3 A on average, which is very close to the interlayer spacing of graphite [67].

The presence of ordered cylinders of aggregates randomly oriented trough the cluster

was also found in the TEM micrographs reported by Watt et al. [401. However, no

such secondary structures are found in the simulation using the monomeric model

(Fig. 2-4d). The result shows that the monomeric model is failed at reproducing the

structural properties of eumelanin.

In the large-scale simulations, the size distributions of the secondary structures

extend to a dozen of eumelanin protomolecules (Fig. 2-6). These eumelanin pro-

tomolecules tend to adopt random-like orientations (Appendix Fig. B-2) and stack

together to form secondary structures in different sizes. There are only 29 tetramers

(4.0%), 66 pentamers (9.3%), and 129 octamers (17.7%) among 729, not forming sec-

ondary structures. For the monomeric model, there are 437 monomers (30%) among

1,458 (729-set) not forming secondary structures. The ratio is higher compared to

the oligomeric models, due to its small molecular size.
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Figure 2-4: Snapshots of large-scale systems obtained from MD simulations. Aggre-
gate structure of (a) tetrameric, (b) pentameric, (c) octameric, and (d) monomeric
model, respectively. The scale bars represent a length of 2 nm. This figure is adopted
from Ref. [9]. Reprinted with permission from Nature Publishing Group.

Figure 2-5: TEM micrograph of synthetic eumelanin
a length of 10 nm. This figure is adopted from Ref.
from American Chemical Society.

(PDA). The scale bar represents
[10]. Reprinted with permission
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2.4 Conclusions

This chapter confirms the hypothesis that eumelanin is a heterogeneous material

consisting of stacked eumelanin protomolecules (oligomers) via self-assembly. The

simulation results show that making the assumption that eumelanin protomolecules

are planar oligomers is sufficient to reproduce the structural properties of eumelanin.

The simulation results give additional proof that the "stacked oligomer" model can

explain the self-assembly and structural properties of eumelanin. For the first time,

the gap between primary, secondary, and aggregate structures of eumelanin is bridged

to describe the formation of eumelanin-like materials containing a reasonable number

(hundreds) of protomolecules. The simulation results imply that the random-like ar-

rangement (entropic contribution) with stacked eumelanin protomolecules (enthalpic

contribution) is thermodynamically more favorable than completely ordered arrange-

ments.
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Chapter 3

Optical properties of eumelanin

This chapter contains the content regarding the optical properties of eumelanin in the

publication, Chun-Teh Chen, Chern Chuang, Jianshu Cao, Vincent Ball, David Ruch,

and Markus J. Buehler. Excitonic effects from geometric order and disorder explain

broadband optical absorption in eumelanin. Nature Communications, 5, 2014.

3.1 Introduction

Eumelanin is the most common biological melanin and is responsible for multiple crit-

ical functions in living organisms. In humans, eumelanin is the primary determinant

of the color of skin, hair, and eyes. Besides its pigmentation, eumelanin is also an

efficient photoprotective pigment. The broadband absorption spectrum of eumelanin

[18, 19, 20, 21] is a result of biological evolution to protect living organisms from

intense sunlight [22, 23]. Any gaps in the spectrum would leave living organisms vul-

nerable to these specific wavelengths of sunlight. It has been known that UVA and

UVB radiation are major environmental factors that influence the functions and sur-

vival of many cell types. Eumelanin dissipates approximately 90% of the UV energy

as heat in a nanosecond or even faster time scale [18, 68]. In addition, studies have

demonstrated that visible light can also induce cellular dysfunction and cell death,

especially the blue region (400-500 nm), since it has relatively high energies and

longer penetration depth [69]. The absorption spectrum of eumelanin must monoton-
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ically increase toward the higher-energy end to provide an efficient photoprotective

function. To synthesize biomimetic materials with similar optical properties as eume-

lanin for industrial or medical applications, a thorough understanding of the intrinsic

structural factors and precise mechanisms that give rise to the broadband absorption

feature is critical. However, despite significant experimental and theoretical efforts

over the past several decades, the origin of the broadband absorption spectrum is

still a topic of scientific debate, and how the molecular and aggregate structures of

eumelanin relate to its overall optical properties is not well-understood [26, 28].

The chemical disorder model is a widely accepted model to explain the broadband

absorption spectrum of eumelanin [20, 55, 70]. Accordingly, eumelanin consists of

many chemically distinct species and its broadband absorption spectrum is a result

of averaging over the spectra of these species. The sharp peaks in the spectra due to

DHI and its oligomers could be eliminated after this process [5, 20, 52, 54, 55, 56, 70].

Even though the chemical disorder model combined with the superposition principle

seems able to reproduce broadband absorption spectra, it is still insufficient to provide

a full explanation of the optical properties of eumelanin. First, experiments have

suggested that eumelanin is made up of stacked oligomers with an interlayer distance

of around 3-4 A [10, 40]. As a result, it is expected that when molecules are brought

this close, the electron density and spectrum will change. Studies have shown that

the interactions among eumelanin protomolecules are strong enough to affect the

spectrum significantly, and the superposition principle apparently does not hold [54].

Second, the molecular structures of eumelanin are still poorly understood, and so

are the ratios of distinct species. It is less convincing that over-fitting does not

occur when averaging over chemical inhomogeneity. Third, the chemical disorder

model requires many different species of eumelanin protomolecules to reproduce the

broadband absorption feature. However, these families of molecules have not been

shown to reproduce other important properties of eumelanin, such as its structural

and mechanical properties. Last but not least, the chemical disorder model is unable

to explain why the absorption spectrum of eumelanin monotonically increases toward

the higher-energy end, which is one of the most important spectroscopic features of
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eumelanin.

There have been several attempts to calculate the absorption spectrum of eume-

lanin. However, due to computational limitations, the system sizes were limited to no

more than three molecules [5, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56]. Such a setup is unable to capture

the full picture of the optical properties of eumelanin since it neglects the geometric

disorder characteristic. It is necessary to go beyond these studies and to consider more

realistic systems, which introduce the effect of geometric disorder through ensemble

sampling. This chapter adopts the four different eumelanin molecular models (Fig.

3-la to 3-1d) discussed in Chapter 2 to study their optical properties. In addition,

other molecular models proposed and experimentally validated by Panzella et al. [12]

and Arzillo et al. [13] are also considered. The absorption spectra of small-scale

systems made of these models are obtained through conventional quantum chemical

calculations, and the Frenkel exciton model is used to calculate the absorption spectra

of large-scale systems.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 ZINDO/S method

The molecular models of eumelanin are first optimized using DFT calculations im-

plemented in an ab initio quantum chemistry program package, ORCA [71], with the

Becke three-parameter Lee-Yang-Parr functional (B3LYP) [72, 73 and the Ahlrichs-

VDZ polarized basis set [74]. These optimized molecular structures are then used as

the inputs of the Zerner's Intermediate Neglect of Differential Overlap (ZINDO/S)

method implemented in Gaussian 09 [75], to calculate the absorption spectra in the

gas phase. A Lorentzian broadening with Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM)

of 7.5 nm is applied to the raw results to generate the simulated absorption spectra.

The raw results are used as the inputs of the Frenkel exciton model to calculate the

absorption spectra of the large-scale systems.
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3.2.2 Frenkel exciton model

To include the excitonic effect among eumelanin protomolecules, the standard Frenkel

exciton model is adopted [76]. The Frenkel exciton model takes into account only the

singly excited manifolds of the molecules of interest, which is appropriate for this

study. Both the spectral broadening effects originating from static (inhomogeneous)

and dynamical (homogeneous) disorders are ignored for simplicity. The Hamiltonian

is shown below:

NM NS NM Ns

H Z Wm,i Imi) (m,i + J(m,i;rn,j)Im,i) (n,j (3.1)
m=1 i=1 m>n=1 ij=1

where wm,i is the transition energy of the i-th transition of molecule m. Since chemical

disorder is not considered throughout the system, Wm,i = wi, that is, the transition

energies are independent of the site label. The term im, i) denotes the state in which

the i-th electronic transition of the m-th molecule is excited, while all other molecules

in the system are in their ground state. The terms NM and Ns are the size of the

aggregate structure and number of monomeric transitions included in the calculation,

respectively. Note that the summations over m and n in the second term exclude the

case where m = n; in other words, there is no coupling between transitions within

the same molecule. The term J (m, i; n, j) specifies the coupling between the i-th

transition of the m-th molecule and the j-th transition of the n-th molecule. The

atomic transition charge distribution method [77, 78] is adopted and shown below:

Mm Mn (i) (j)

J (m, i; n, j) = I 1  (1 -mn) (3.2)
k=1 1=1 rkI

where qW is the transition electron density between the ground state and i-th excited

state on the k-th atom, and rkl is the separation between corresponding atoms, taken

from the results of the MD simulations described before. The summations run over

all the atoms of molecules m (Mm) and n (Mn), and the linear absorption spectrum
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of the system is obtained by numerically diagonalizing the Hamiltonian. The terms

in the parentheses insure that the interaction exists only between different molecules.

In this chapter, 48 electronic transitions of the molecules with the largest oscillator

strengths are considered (i.e., N, = 48) in the calculations. The absorption spectra

show no noticeable difference by either increasing the system size (Nm) or the number

of gas phase transitions included (N,). The Frenkel exciton model has been validated

to be accurate in calculating the spectra of eumelanin protomolecules since it can

predict similar absorption spectra as those obtained using the ZINDO/S method (see

Appendix B.3 for details).

3.3 Results and discussion

3.3.1 Absorption spectra of small-scale systems

The four different eumelanin molecular models have distinct optical characteristics

in the gas phase, in line with the chemical disorder model. The individual molecular

structures are shown in Fig. 3-1a to 3-1d. The investigation begins by studying

the absorption spectra of small-scale systems (no more than three oligomers or six

monomers in a system). The geometry of a single molecule of each molecular model

in the gas phase is optimized using DFT calculations. However, it is computationally

demanding to perform DFT calculations (see Methods section for details) on the

systems with more than one molecule, and the proper account of van der Waals

interactions in DFT is still an open subject of study. MD simulations are implemented

to find the equilibrium structures of the systems that contain more than one molecule.

The equilibrium structures of the small-scale systems are shown in Fig. 3-le to 3-11.

Based on these structures, the absorption spectra of the small-scale systems calculated

using the ZINDO/S method are shown in Fig. 3-2. Several sharp peaks in the spectra

are observed, which are expected results for small organic molecules. These results

clearly show that the absorption spectra of eumelanin protomolecules change as a

function of aggregate size. Similar results for different eumelanin molecular models
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(see Appendix B.4 for details) and different redox forms (see Appendix B.5 for details)

are also found. These results indicate the inadequacy of calculating the absorption

spectrum of eumelanin using the superposition principle since it simply ignores the

excitonic couplings among the eumelanin chromophores.

3.3.2 Absorption spectra of large-scale systems

The large-scale systems consist of either 729 oligomers (i.e., tetramers, pentamers, and

octamers) or 1,458 (729-set) monomers, which are adopted from Chapter 2. Based

on the simulated spectra of the small-scale systems, one expects that the spectra will

continue to change as a function of aggregate size. However, calculating the spectra

of systems that contain more than a few eumelanin protomolecules is beyond the ca-

pability of quantum chemical methods. Consequently, the spectra of the large-scale

systems obtained from MD equilibrations (see Chapter 2 for details) are calculated

with a proper account of the excitonic couplings based on the Frenkel exciton model

[76]. The basis of the Frenkel exciton model is spanned by the singly excited states

of the constituent eumelanin protomolecules in the gas phase, calculated with the

ZINDO/S method. In addition, for an accurate estimation of the excitonic interac-

tions, the atomic transition charge distribution method is adopted instead of the more

traditional point dipole method. This choice is necessary since the interlayer spacing

between eumelanin protomolecules observed in the MD simulations is approximately

3-4 A (see Chapter 2 for details), even smaller than the typical dimension of the

eumelanin protomolecules. The point dipole method is known to give inaccurate es-

timations of the excitonic couplings to the extent of an order of magnitude in such

circumstances [79, 80, 81].

The absorption spectra of the large-scale systems calculated using the Frenkel

exciton model are shown in Fig. 3-3. It appears that the simulated spectra of the

aggregate structures are drastically different from those of the oligomers in the gas

phase. For the oligomeric models (Fig. 3-3a to 3-3c), the simulated spectra appear

to have characteristics similar to the experimental results [18, 19, 20, 21], namely

being smooth and monotonically increasing toward the higher-energy end. However,
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Figure 3-1: Molecular models of eumelanin. (a) Tetrameric model proposed by Kaxi-

ras et al. [5]. (b) Pentameric and (c) octameric models proposed by Cheng et al.

[6, 7]. (d) Monomeric model proposed by Dreyer et al. [8]. The two monomers in

the monomeric model are called Ml and M2 here. Two-layer stacked structure of

(e) tetrameric, (f) pentameric, and (g) octameric models, respectively. (h) Two-set

(two Ml monomers and two M2 monomers) stacked structure of monomeric model.

Three-layer stacked structure of (i) tetrameric, (j) pentameric, and (k) octameric

models, respectively. (1) Three-set (three MI monomers and three M2 monomers)

stacked structure of monomeric model. The equilibrium structures are obtained from

MD simulations with the NVT ensemble at a constant temperature of 300 K for 2.0

ns. This figure is adopted from Ref. [9]. Reprinted with permission from Nature

Publishing Group.
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Figure 3-2: Absorption spectra of small-scale systems. The respective spectra are

calculated directly with the ZINDO/S method. This figure is adopted from Ref. [9].

Reprinted with permission from Nature Publishing Group.
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the simulated spectra of the monomeric model (Fig. 3-3d) show that the monomers

cannot absorb visible light, which is in marked contrast with the experimental spectra

of eumelanin [22, 23, 24]. In addition, the absorption spectra of the systems consist-

ing of 27 oligomers (or 54 monomers) are similar to those systems consisting of 729

oligomers (or 1,458 monomers). This similarity suggests that the large-scale systems

considered in this chapter are large enough to capture the full picture of the optical

properties of eumelanin. In other words, the delocalization length of the exciton is

much smaller than the box size. This result holds not only for the possibly hypo-

thetical planar tetrameric model proposed by Kaxiras et al. [5], and for the planar

pentameric and octameric models proposed by Cheng et al. [6, 7], but also for the

non-planar oligomers (see Appendix B.4 for details) whose presence in solution has

been demonstrated experimentally [12, 13].

3.3.3 Spectral broadening from excitonic interactions

Intriguingly, the peaks at the lower-energy end of the simulated spectra are broad-

ened and lowered substantially compared to those at the higher-energy end. Two

main factors contribute to this observation. First, the excitonic interactions among

the stacked eumelanin protomolecules are enhanced due to the short interlayer spac-

ing around 3-4 A. This short spacing essentially grants the excitons extended radii

over some neighboring molecules. The energies of the excitons are then redistributed

within the range of approximately 4 1 , where I J is the average nearest neighbor

coupling strength, centered at the gas phase peak locations [82]. Second, upon close

inspection of the microscopic details of molecular arrangements obtained through the

MD simulations, no correlation of molecular orientations within individual secondary

structures is observed. In other words, the self-assembly mechanism of eumelanin pro-

tomolecules is characterized only through reducing intermolecular separations and the

alignment of molecular planes, whereas molecules are allowed to rotate freely on the

axis of aggregations. This randomness is due to both the isotropy and weakness of the

intermolecular forces compared to the kinetic energy at physiological temperatures.

Consequently, the oscillator strength is redistributed more or less evenly within the
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Figure 3-3: Absorption spectra, of large-scale systems. Quantum chemistry calcula-

tions are not feasible in this case. Excitonic interactions are calculated through the

Frenkel exciton model with the atomic transition charge distribution method. This

figure is adopted from Ref. [9]. Reprinted with permission from Nature Publishing

Group.
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range of 4 as mentioned above. This result is in sharp contrast to the phenomenon

of exchange narrowing observed in aggregate molecular systems having well-defined

geometries, especially with definite orientation order [83].

Generically, the gas phase absorption peaks of the eumelanin protomolecules are

redistributed when they randomly stack together and are allowed to interact via ex-

citons. Moreover, this redistribution is carried out in such a way that ones with

lower transition energies are spread to a larger extent than others. The low energy

transitions are attenuated compared to the high energy ones upon the formation of

secondary structures. These results in the rather featureless spectrum in which the

absorbance increases toward the higher-energy end in a monotonic manner, and in

agreement with the experimental findings [22, 23, 24]. A simple explanation can

be given to rationalize this observation: using the tetrameric model as an example,

and considering a simpler situation, where only two absorption peaks of individual

molecule are retained, one located at 358 nm and another at 699 nm with similar

oscillator strengths (64.7 and 61.3 Debye 2 from the ZINDO/S method, respectively),

and the Frenkel exciton model calculation is performed with the same aggregate struc-

ture (i.e., 729 tetramers, see Chapter 2 for details). These two absorption peaks are

located at the two extremities of the visible spectrum. The simulated spectra of this

simplified system are shown in Fig. 3-4a and 3-4b. As indicated in the figures, there

is no noticeable intensity borrowing effect [84] between the two energetically well-

separated bands, since the ratio between the integrated intensities are the same for

the gas phase and aggregate structure. In frequency space (Fig. 3-4a), the bandwidth

of these two bands is roughly the same (6.0 x 103 cm- 1 for the lower-energy band

and 7.5 x 103 cm- 1 for the higher-energy band). However, when plotted in wave-

length space (Fig. 3-4b), the bandwidth of these two bands appears to be drastically

changed relative to each other: the higher-energy band is much narrower than the

lower-energy band.

The above observation is rationalized as follows. The average excitonic couplings

of these two excitations within the single excitation manifold (Jk) are similar. There-

fore, as stated previously, the width of the bands is also similar in frequency (energy)
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Figure 3-4: Absorption spectra of simplified system and in-depth analysis of MD

simulation trajectory. The panels depict comparison of same absorption spectrum in

(a) frequency and (b) wavelength space, calculated with the same aggregate structure

(i.e., 729 tetramers) but using only two transitions (Ek = 2.79 x 10 4, 1.43 x 104 cmnj

or Ak = 358, 699 nin) and oscillator strengths (fk = 64.7, 61.3 Debye 2 ) per molecule.

Red sticks correspond to result from the ZINDO/S method for gas phase, and blue

line represents result of the Frenkel exciton calculation for aggregate structure. (c)
Distribution of plane-to-plane distances. The mean value is 3.67 A, with a standard

deviation of 0.15 A, when fitted to the Gaussian distribution. (d) Distribution of

dihedral angles among adjacent molecules. The result indicates that there is no

preferred rotational configuration of stacked eumelanin protomolecules. This figure

is adopted from Ref. [9]. Reprinted with permission from Nature Publishing Group.
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space. In other words, the location and the range of the bands can be represented as

Ek aJk, where Ek is the energy of the k-th gas phase absorption peak (in wavenum-

ber) and is a dimensionless constant. The same expression in wavelength space is

show below:

107 101 ak a k 2 + lk
- 11i +- +...I~ Ak ia'- (3.3)E k Jk E E Ek E2

where 107 is the transformation factor relating wavenumbers and wavelengths. The

term Ak = 10 7 /Ek is the wavelength of the k-th transition in nanometer, and a' =

107 .a is the proportionality factor in wavelength space. The Taylor series is truncated

to the first order in al/Ek, which is typically on the order of 10-1 to 10-2 in the

calculations and is characteristic of molecular aggregates in the visible light region

[76]. Note that the bandwidth is now proportional to Jk/E2. In the simplified two-

state calculation, this means that the ratio of the width of the two bands is multiplied

by a factor of (E1 /E 2) 2 = 3.8, in favor of the band with higher energy. Moreover, due

to the summation rule of oscillator strength, this corresponds to a relative increment

in the absorption intensity by a factor of 3.8.

Another factor comes from the fact that the absorbance is proportional to the

product of oscillator strength and transition energy. In typical spectroscopic studies

on molecular aggregates, one usually focuses only on the oscillator strength and takes

the transition energy as constant. The reason is that the absorption intensities of

molecular aggregates with well-defined geometries are concentrated at the upper or

lower band edges, for H- or J- aggregates [85], respectively. However, in this work, the

energy range under discussion is very broad, and the lack of ordered aggregate struc-

tures precludes the intensity-concentration effect. Apart from the oscillator strength

characteristic of the selected eumelanin protomolecules, there is an additional factor

of transition energy contributing to the absorption intensity. The above argument

also applies to the general situation where all gas phase transitions (instead of just

two) are included. Moreover, this argument is not limited to the systems that consist
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only one kind of molecular structure and is also compatible with the chemical disorder

model.

3.3.4 Statistical view of geometric order and disorder

To support the above argument, the same aggregate structure (i.e., 729 tetramers,

see Chapter 2 for details) is used as an example, and a more in-depth analysis of

the MD simulation trajectory is presented. The statistical analysis on the geometry

of adjacent molecules is shown in Fig. 3-4c and 3-4d. In Fig. 3-4c, the distribu-

tion of interlayer spacing between adjacent molecules is plotted. The definition of

intermolecular adjacency is provided in Appendix A.1. The distribution has a Gaus-

sian form with a mean value of 3.67 A, which correlates well with the experimental

observations [10, 40]. In addition, the distribution of the dihedral angles between

adjacent molecules is shown in Fig. 3-4d. No preferred rotational configuration of

the stacked molecules at physiological temperatures is observed. The above obser-

vations, consistent with the experimental findings that there is no crystalline order

within eumelanin aggregate structures [10, 40], is crucial to the explanation of the

broadband absorption feature induced by excitonic couplings. This kind of disorder

destroys the intensity-concentrating effect typically observed in molecular (H- or J-)

aggregates with rotational ordering. In the rotationally disordered eumelanin aggre-

gate structures, the oscillator strength is scattered across the full range of the band,

spanned by the excitonic couplings.

From the above analysis, the geometric order together with disorder originating

from the thermodynamics of the large-scale systems lead to the peculiar characteristics

of the optical properties of eumelanin can be concluded. The geometric order refers

to the stacking of the planar eumelanin protomolecules with nearest separation in a

range of 3-4 A, whereas the geometric disorder refers to the lack of preference on the

rotational degrees of freedom between adjacent molecules, as well as the slipping along

the molecular planes. The geometric order gives rise to significant excitonic couplings

among eumelanin protomolecules. On the other hand, the geometric disorder scatters

the absorption intensity over the exciton energy band.
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3.4 Conclusions

The absorption spectra of eumelanin aggregate structures consisting of hundreds of

eumelanin protomolecules with a proper account of excitonic couplings are calculated

for the first time. This chapter shows that the inclusion of excitonic interactions

among eumelanin protomolecules drastically changes the landscape of the spectrum,

which mimics the one obtained experimentally. The interplay of geometric order

and disorder characteristics of eumelanin aggregate structures results in significant

and random excitonic couplings among the molecules. Consequently, these couplings

broaden the spectrum and give rise to a relative enhancement of absorption inten-

sity at the higher-energy end, which is proportional to the cube of the absorption

energy. While the chemical disorder is not included explicitly and the absorption

spectra are calculated individually for each molecular model, this principle is com-

patible with the general case including chemical inhomogeneity. It should be noted

that several research groups have considered the effect of dynamical disorder [86, 87],

where short-range interactions among nearby molecules affect the molecular geom-

etry dynamically. However, as in the case of chemical (static) disorder model, the

excitons are still restricted within one (segment of a) molecule since their interactions

are neglected in these studies. As such, the delocalization of excitons over several

neighboring eumelanin protomolecules will prove crucial for the comprehensive un-

derstanding of the broadband absorption feature.

This chapter shows that the excitonic effect can play a decisive role in the inter-

pretation of the broadband absorption spectrum of eumelanin. The significance of

the excitonic couplings is strongly suggested by the fact that eumelanin is composed

of (a mixture of) conjugated molecules and the short interlayer spacing among the

stacked eumelanin protomolecules shown in both the MD simulations and experi-

ments. In addition, the rotational disorder and slip along molecular planes within

individual secondary structures are also key ingredients to the spectroscopic features

of eumelanin. The results confirm the model of heterogeneous aggregation for eume-

lanin, but in a different way than previous reports that deal with the simulations of
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the optical properties of eumelanin, based on solely the superposition principle. In

the earlier reports, the heterogeneity originated from a chemical point of view since

different eumelanin protomolecules were used to calculate the absorption spectra.

In contrast, the heterogeneity in this chapter comes from the fact that the stacked

eumelanin protomolecules have various sizes and randomly oriented, leading to the

peculiar excitonic interactions among them.

More broadly, this chapter demonstrates that in addition to the exact chemical

identity of eumelanin, which differs from one kind of molecules to another, there ex-

ists a universal enhancement of absorption intensity to the cube of the absorption

energy. Therefore, the overall shape of the eumelanin spectrum, which is broadband

and smoothly decaying to the lower-energy end, can be rationalized accordingly. It

should be noted that although the chemical disorder model can explain the broad-

band absorption feature of eumelanin, it is unable to explain why the spectrum of

eumelanin is monotonically increasing toward the higher-energy end. In contrast,

this chapter reveals both important optical characteristics of eumelanin. The concept

uncovered here has implications beyond the specific microscopic models of eumelanin,

and provides a significant advance in the understanding of the optical properties of

other materials with similar chemical and structural characteristics. It may also en-

able the design of bio-inspired materials with similar optical properties as eumelanin.
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Chapter 4

Mechanical properties of eumelanin

This chapter contains the content regarding the mechanical properties of eumelanin

in the publications:

1. Shangchao Lin, Chun-Teh Chen, Igor Bdikin, Vincent Ball, Jose Gracio, and

Markus J. Buehler. Tuning heterogeneous poly(dopamine) structures and mechan-

ics: in silico covalent cross-linking and thin film nanoindentation. Soft Matter,

10(3):457464, 2014.

2. Chun-Teh Chen, Chern Chuang, Jianshu Cao, Vincent Ball, David Ruch, and

Markus J. Buehler. Excitonic effects from geometric order and disorder explain broad-

band optical absorption in eumelanin. Nature Communications, 5, 2014.

4.1 Introduction

Eumelanin is a ubiquitous biological pigment and also the predominant component

in the human pigmentary system. In addition to its well-known pigmentation and

photoprotective function, which is discussed in Chapter 3, eumelanin also provides

structural support for binding protein and metals in some living organisms. For

instance, eumelanin has been identified as a major constituent of the jaws of the

bloodworm (Glycera dibranchiata). Moses et al. [88, 89] showed that the abrasion

resistance of the jaws is superior to all engineering polymers and competitive with

the hardest metallic alloys based on the metric H3 /E2 (H is the hardness and E is
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the Young's modulus). The remarkable mechanical properties of the jaws come from

a robust cross-linked network of organic molecules, particularly eumelanin.

A fundamental question concerning natural eumelanin and synthetic eumelanin

(PDA) is how their structures and self-assembly result in their properties. The het-

erogeneous polymeric nature of eumelanin-like materials makes them difficult to char-

acterize owing to their insolubility in most organic solvents. Nevertheless, there is

a broad consensus that the fundamental building block of eumelanin and PDA is

DHI, an intermediate oxidized product of dopamine (Fig. 4-la) [11], while the debate

concerns the self-assembly and oxidative polymerization mechanism. Inspired by pre-

vious studies of natural eumelanin, which share many characteristics with PDA thin

films, several covalently cross-linked molecular models have been suggested. Linear

oligomeric structures, wherein DHI monomers are covalently cross-linked via aryl-

aryl linkages on different possible reaction sites on the indole ring (Fig. 4-la) [11],

are the most popular structures [50, 90]. Although the polydispersity of such an

oligomeric system has not been (and is not easily) quantified, it is proposed that

each linear oligomer, on average, is composed of around four DHI monomers (as a

tetramer) [90]. In Chapters 2 and 3, the four different eumelanin molecular models

are used to study the self-assembly and structural properties of eumelanin. It should

be noted that although the oligomeric models (i.e., tetrameric, pentameric, and oc-

tameric models) discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 can reproduce some physical properties

of eumelanin-like materials, other possible covalently cross-linked molecular models

cannot be completely ruled out without more experimental and computational evi-

dence.

The proposed covalently cross-linked molecular models of eumelanin and PDA

differ mainly in: (i) the degree of cross-linking or polymerization (,), as reflected by

the number of cross-links in the entire polymeric system, and (ii) the polydispersity

index (PDI), as indicated by the resulting distribution of molecular weight of (or the

number of monomeric units in) an oligomer. Recently, Dreyer et al. [8] suggested that

PDA is not a covalent polymer but instead a supramolecular aggregate of monomers

consisting primarily of DHI and its redox forms. This monomeric model is discussed
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in Chapters 2 and 3 can be viewed as the reference state in which q = 0 and PDI

= 1 for a homogeneous system. In Chapters 2 and 3, the four eumelanin molecular

models are adopted from literature; therefore the degree of polymerization cannot be

adjusted during the simulations. In this chapter, a computational model in which

the degree of polymerization can be controlled via in silico covalent cross-linking

between DHI monomers is proposed. The resulting distribution of the number of

monomeric units in an oligomer (e.g., dimer, trimer, tetramer, and pentamer), the

polydispersity index (PDI), and the simulated mechanical properties in terms of the

elastic constant (Young's modulus, E) of the generated systems are reported as a

function of the degree of cross-linking. Simulation results are compared with the

simulated mechanical properties obtained using the four eumelanin molecular models

discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, as well as previous experimental studies on natural

eumelanin.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Non-covalent DHI aggregate simulations

Full atomistic MD simulations are implemented using LAMMPS [57] with CVFF

[58, 59] in this chapter. The simulation setup is the same as that described in Chapter

2. The initial pure DHI system consists of 840 ordered DHI monomers positioned in

a cubic lattice. After energy minimization, the system is simulated with the NPT

ensemble at a constant temperature of 600 K and pressure of 1.013 bar for 2 ns. The

high temperature allows the DHI monomers to reach the most stable configurations

much faster than at room temperature (300 K) and removes the ordering of the DHI

monomers in the initial lattice conformation. The system is then cooled down and

equilibrated with the NPT ensemble at a constant temperature of 300 K and pressure

of 1.013 bar for another 2 ns to study the mechanical properties at room temperature

and standard atmosphere pressure.
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Figure 4-1: Schematic outline of DHI polymerization mechanism. (a) Intermediate

oxidized product of dopamine, DHI, and two most possible schemes for oxidative

polymerization of DHI at different cross-linking sites to form linear oligomers. (b)

Representative simulation snapshot of DHI monomer and oligomers (dimer, trimer,

and tetramer) formed after controlled cross-linking process under Schemes 1 and 2.

(c) Simulation snapshots of simulated cross-linked DHI systems under lower (10%)

and higher (60%) degrees of cross-linking. The covalent bonds added in both systems

are highlighted using red lines. This figure is adopted from Ref. [11]. Reprinted with

permission from Royal Society of Chemistry.
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4.2.2 Cross-linked DHI oligomer simulations

Cross-links between two DHI monomers are introduced by adding covalent bonds

between two aryl carbon atoms if their distance is within a specified cutoff. The added

covalent bonds possess equilibrium bond length ro = 1.33 A and spring constant kb =

655.2 kcal mol 1 , which are the CVFF parameters corresponding to the C-C bonds

connecting the DHI-like monomers. Different cutoff distances and simulation times

are tested (trial-and-error) to generate the desired degrees of cross-linking. The two

most probable polymerization schemes in Fig. 4-la are both investigated. Under

both schemes, the maximum number of covalent bonds that can be added is equal to

the total number of DHI monomers in the system (in this case, Bmax = 840), because

each DHI monomer can only link to a maximum of two DHI monomers. The degree of

cross-linking, q (in %), is defined as the number of bonds added, B, divided by Bmax =

840 (i.e., 7 = B/Bmax). The cutoff criteria for bond addition are fine-tuned to control

the values of q to be within a range of 10% and 70%. The equilibrated configuration

of the pure DHI aggregate system (7 = 0%) is used as the initial configuration for

introducing cross-linking. After bond addition, the extra hydrogen atoms attached to

the aryl carbons are removed, together with the associated bond, angle, and dihedral

interactions. All the above bond addition and atom deletion functions are already

implemented in LAMMPS. After energy minimization, the cross-linked DHI systems

are equilibrated using the same method as for the pure DHI system.

4.2.3 Mechanical property assessment

Mechanical tensile tests are implemented to estimate the Young's moduli using the

equilibrated configurations of the pure DHI system and covalently cross-linked DHI

systems with different degrees of cross-linking. The systems are simulated at 300 K

under a time-dependent semi-isotropic NPT ensemble. Specifically, one of the three

normal stresses (diagonal stress tensors) of the simulation box is linearly increased

during the simulations to mimic tensile pulling in the X, Y, or Z direction, while the

other two normal stresses are kept at 1.013 bar. The equilibrium simulation box size
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and normal stress in each direction are recorded during the simulations to generate

the stress-strain curves to compute the Young's moduli. The same mechanical tensile

tests are also implemented to the large-scale systems consisting of 729 oligomers (i.e.,

tetramers, pentamers, and octamers) or 1,458 (729-set) monomers for comparison.

4.3 Results and discussion

4.3.1 In silico cross-linking process

The randomized non-covalently self-assembled monomeric DHI system is simulated

first to serve as a reference system for the subsequent cross-linking study. To confirm

the isotropy of the equilibrated DHI system, orientation analysis of the DHI monomers

is performed by dealing with them as planar molecules. The orientation of each DHI

monomer is defined by the normal vector of the planar indole ring. As shown in

Appendix Fig. B-3, the X, Y, and Z components of the orientation vectors of DHI

monomers are highly randomized, thus confirming the isotropy of the system. The

isotropy of the cross-linked DHI systems is also confirmed by performing the same

orientation analysis of the DHI monomers under both cross-linking schemes.

Representative simulation snapshots of the different oligomers (dimer, trimer, and

tetramer) formed after the controlled cross-linking processes are shown in Fig. 4-1b

for both cross-linking schemes in Fig. 4-la. Due to steric hindrance between the two

parallel indole rings in Scheme 1, the resulting oligomer structure exhibits an out-

of-plane feature between each monomer. The angle formed between two neighboring

indole rings is around 90 degrees (i.e., perpendicular to each other). In the case of

Scheme 2, the steric hindrance is much less; thus, the two neighboring indole rings

can locate on the same plane to form larger planar structures. In particular, the

tetrameric molecular structure formed under Scheme 2 can almost reproduce the

porphyrin-like tetrameric molecular structure proposed by Kaxiras et al. [5] if the

two ends of the chain can get close enough to each other to form a covalent bond.

However, the probability of forming the cyclic tetramers is very low in the in silico
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cross-linking process using the initially randomized DHI system. Fig. 4-1c shows

simulation snapshots of two cross-linked DHI systems under 10% and 60% degrees

of cross-linking. The added covalent bonds are highlighted by red lines to confirm

their randomness across the simulation box, as well as easily to distinguish the lower

(fewer red lines) and higher (more red lines) cross-linking cases.

The distribution of the number of repeated DHI units in the system, resulting

from the cross-linking process, for each i-mer, P, is shown in Fig. 4-2a. The number

distribution for cross-linking Scheme 2 is almost the same as for Scheme 1. The peak

of the distribution (in %) shifts to a higher number of DHI units as the degree of

cross-linking, 77, increases. In other words, larger oligomers form in silico after more

covalent bonds are added in the simulations. For 10% < q 60%, the majority

of the cross-linked DHI system is still composed of monomers. However, for q =

70%, the composition of monomers becomes less than most of the oligomers (dimers,

trimers, tetramers, and pentamers) and the peak of the distribution is located at the

trimer. The non-uniform distributions of the DHI oligomers in Fig. 4-2a illustrate

the heterogeneous nature of eumelanin and PDA.

The polydispersity index (PDI) is an important measure of the heterogeneity of a

polymeric system, which is defined traditionally as:

PDI = M (4.1)
Mn

where Mw is the weight-averaged molecular weight and M, is the number-averaged

molecular weight. The two different definitions of the averaged molecular weight result

from different experimental methods used to measure them. In experiments, the value

of M, can be measured using static light scattering, small-angle neutron scattering,

or X-ray scattering, while the value of M, can be measured using gel permeation

chromatography or proton nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). The definitions of

Mw and M, are shown below:

EM Ni MiNi
MW =EMN and Mn = (4.2)
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Figure 4-2: In silico cross-linking results. (a) Distribution, Pi, of number of repeated

DHI units in oligomer formed from controlled in silico cross-linking process as function

of degree of cross-linking, 77. The structure of a dimer formed under cross-linking

Scheme 1 is shown as an inset in the plot. (b) Number-averaged (Na) and weight-

averaged (N,) number of monomeric units in in silico cross-linked DHI systems. The

polydispersity index (PDI) is calculated as the ratio of the two averaged values as

a function of the degree of cross-linking, T1. This figure is adopted from Ref. [11].

Reprinted with permission from Royal Society of Chemistry.
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where Mi is the molecular weight of an i-mer (i = 1 to 6, as shown in Fig. 4-2a) and

Ni is the number of i-mers in each cross-linked DHI system, which can be directly

obtained from the number distribution P (Fig. 4-2a) using the total number of DHI

units (840) in the system: Ni = 840 P. If we define constant m as the molecular

weight of a DHI unit, then Mi = im and Eq. 4.2 can be converted into:

Z i2 Ni Z iN-M = m .N = mN, and M, = m E = mN, (4.3)
E i Nj Ni

where N, and N, are the weight-averaged and number-averaged numbers of monomeric

units of the cross-linked DHI system, respectively. Inserting Eq. 4.3 in Eq. 4.1 results

in an alternative definition of the PDI, which is independent of the molecular weight

of each DHI unit, m:

PDI = N. (4.4)
m Nn Nn

The values of N, and No, as well as the resulting PDI of the cross-linked DHI systems,

are shown in Fig. 4-2b, as a function of y. If there is only one type of DHI oligomer

for a monodisperse system, then the summations in Eq. 4.3 can be removed. As a

result, N, = N, (M = M,) and PDI = 1. For non-uniformly distributed systems,

PDI > 1 always holds. As expected from the shift of peaks in number distributions

in Fig. 4-2a, the values of both N, and N, increase as q increases in Fig. 4-2b.

The maximum N, and N, values achieved at q = 70% are 4.0 and 3.3, respectively,

which are very close to the proposed tetrameric (linear or cyclic) model of eumelanin

and PDA [5, 53, 90]. The resulting PDI is between 1 (for the pure monomeric DHI

system) and 1.4 (at q = 50%) for a moderately heterogeneous system. It increases

with 7 initially to the maximum value at 77 = 50% due to the emergence of oligomers

from the cross-linking process. After the maximum is reached, PDI decreases with q

due to the large decrease in monomers and the saturation of the size of the oligomers

generated.
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4.3.2 Simulated mechanical properties

The mechanical properties of the pure DHI and cross-linked DHI systems under both

cross-linking schemes are studied using in silico tensile tests, with the stress-strain

results shown in Fig. 4-3. The similarity of the stress-strain curves obtained in the

X, Y, and Z directions confirms that the equilibrated systems are isotropic. A linear

regression to the small strain data in all three directions gives an estimated value

of the Young's modulus, E, and the associated standard error as a function of 7, as

shown in Fig. 4-4. The simulated Young's modulus of the pure DHI system is equal

to 2.6 0.1 GPa. In addition, no ring-stacking aggregate structure is observed for

the pure DHI system due to thermal fluctuations and the small size of the individual

indole ring. The large amount of hydrogen bonding enabled by the catechol groups in

eumelanin-inspired DHI and other bio-inspired molecules, such as the mussel-inspired

dihydroxyphenylalanine (DOPA), is one of the reasons for their strong surface adhe-

sions to the underlying substrate as a robust coating material, as revealed by a recent

simulation work [91].

The simulated Young's moduli, E, for both cross-linking schemes are similar

(within 0.3 GPa) to each other over the entire q range considered, which implies

a small impact from the different cross-linking schemes. Consequently, the number

of covalent bonds added in silico into the DHI system, instead of the actual cross-

linking sites selected, dictates this mechanical property. An overall linear behavior is

observed for E as a function of q, showing that each covalent bond added contributes

to the same enhancement in E. In previous simulation studies on non-covalently

cross-linked biopolymers, the degree of cross-linking has only minor impact on the

elastic constant of the system [92, 93], since non-covalent interactions between indi-

vidual molecules are much weaker than the covalent bonding in the DHI systems.

The E value reaches the maximum value of 4.4 0.1 GPa for Scheme 1 and 4.1 +

0.1 GPa for Scheme 2 at the highest q value considered (70%).

In addition to the DHI systems discussed above, the four different eumelanin

molecular models discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 are also adopted to study their
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Figure 4-3: Stress-strain curves from mechanical tensile tests in silico using cross-
linked DHI units. Stress-strain curves for (a) pure DHI aggregate system (r = 0%),
and (b)-(q) cross-linked DHI systems at various rq values (10% to 70%) considered
under cross-linking Schemes 1 and 2. This figure is adopted from Ref. [11]. Reprinted
with permission from Royal Society of Chemistry.
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linked oligomer DHI system as function of degree of cross-linking, q. The simulation
results for both cross-linking schemes are plotted to illustrate the negligible impacts
from the two different schemes. An overall linear behavior is observed for E as
a function of q, showing that each covalent bond added contributes to the same
enhancement in E. This figure is adopted from Ref. [11]. Reprinted with permission
from Royal Society of Chemistry.

mechanical properties using the same in silico mechanical tensile tests. The stress-

strain curves are shown in Fig. 4-5. The mass density calculated from the equilibrated

large-scale systems is equal to 1.54 g/cm 3 for the tetrameric model, 1.61 g/cm3 for

the pentameric model, 1.56 g/cm3 for the octameric model, and 1.26 g/cm3 for the

monomeric model. The mass densities of the oligomeric models are very close (1.54

to 1.61 g/cm 3 ) and are in good agreement with the experimental measurements (1.4

to 1.77 g/cm 3 ) [65, 88, 94]. However, the mass density of the monomeric model is

significantly lower (1.26 g/cm3 ). As with the DHI systems discussed above, the stress-

strain curves obtained in the X, Y, and Z directions are very close, implying that

the equilibrated systems are isotropic, in agreement with the random distribution

of the eumelanin protomolecules Appendix B-2. The simulated Young's moduli are

calculated from the stress-strain curves shown in Fig. 4-5, and are equal to 5.4 GPa for

the tetrameric model, 7.8 GPa for the pentameric model, 7.4 GPa for the octameric

model, and 4.2 GPa for the monomeric model.

In the cross-linked DHI systems, the maximum values of N, and N achieve at
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r7 = 70% are 4.0 and 3.3, respectively. As a result, PDI is equal to 1.2, which im-

plies that different sizes of cross-linked DHI oligomers exist in the systems, and the

average size of the oligomers is between trimer and tetramer. On the other hand, in

the system consisting of 729 tetramers, both N, and N, values are equal to 4.0, and

PDI is equal to 1.0. These values show that tetramer is the only size of the oligomers

existing in the system. The average size (tetramer) is slightly larger than that in

the cross-linked DHI systems at n = 70%. As discussed above, an overall linear be-

havior is observed for E as a function of ry (Fig. 4-4), which suggests that the more

covalent bonds added in a system (larger oligomers formed), the higher the Young's

modulus of the system. This result might explain the higher Young's modulus (5.4

GPa) obtained in the system consisting of 729 tetramers compared to the Young's

modulus (4.4 0.1 GPa for Scheme 1 and 4.1 0.1 GPa for Scheme 2) obtained in

the cross-linked DHI systems atr = 70%. In the case of the system consisting of 729

pentamers, an even higher Young's modulus (7.8 GPa) is found, probably also due to

the larger size of the oligomers. However, in the case of the system consisting of 729

octamers, the Young's modulus (7.4 GPa) is slightly lower than that obtained from

the system consisting of 729 pentamers. This result implies there exists an optimal

size of the oligomers to maximize the Young's modulus. Note that the pentameric

and octameric models are adopted from literature. The authors created these two

molecular models merely based on the probable sizes of eumelanin protomolecules.

The covalent bonds connecting the DHI units in the molecular models were randomly

added (not derived from rigorous studies). Accordingly, these two molecular models

(e.g., pentameric and octameric models) do not follow the two probable polymeriza-

tion schemes (e.g., Schemes 1 and 2) discussed in this chapter. The Young's modulus

(4.2 GPa) obtained from the system consisting of 1,458 (729-set) monomers is con-

siderably higher than the Young's modulus (2.6 0.1 GPa) obtained from the pure

DHI system. A possible explanation for this difference is that the monomeric model

proposed by Dreyer et al. [8] includes two redox forms, providing strong hydrogen

bonding between oxidized and unoxidized DHI monomers. In the pure DHI system,

the intermolecular interactions might be weaker, since all the DHI monomers are un-
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oxidized. The Young's modulus (2.6 to 7.8 GPa) obtained from the cross-linked DHI

systems and the systems consisting of 729 eumelanin protomolecules is of the same

order as the Young's modulus (3.2 to 7.4 GPa) of eumelanin and PDA measured in

the experiments (Fig. 4-6) [11, 88, 95].

4.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, a computational model of the heterogeneous DHI system is presented

by mimicking the polymerization mechanism of DHI via controlled in silico covalent

cross-linking between DHI monomers. The resulting distribution of the number of

monomeric units in an oligomer, polydispersity index, and simulated Young's moduli

of the generated DHI systems, as a function of the degree of cross-linking, are found

consistent with previous experimental and simulation studies. These polydisperse

DHI systems nicely complement the monodisperse eumelanin systems discussed in

Chapters 2 and 3, to addresses the polydisperse nature of eumelanin and PDA. At

the highest degree of cross-linking considered (r = 70%), the DHI system mimics
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and supports the proposed averaged tetrameric structures for eumelanin and PDA

[5, 53, 90], and the simulated Young's moduli (4.1to 4.4 GPa) is in good agreement

with experimental measurements of eumelanin and PDA (3.2 to 7.4 GPa).

The simulation results of the cross-linked DHI systems show the possibility of

tuning the molecular structures and mechanical properties of eumelanin and PDA

by controlling the extent of polymerization in silico, which suggests that in order

to synthesize more mechanically robust eumelanin-like materials, one can use longer

reaction time or more oxidative agents to introduce more cross-links in the system.

Although the in silico model used in this chapter is simplified compared to the real

complex polymerization mechanism, it provides new computational tools to study

the mechanical properties of eumelanin-like materials. It also leads to a more in-

depth understanding of the structure-property relationship for exploring practical

applications of eumelanin-like materials by controlling polymer size, polydispersity,

and aggregation for the engineering of tailored bio-inspired functional materials.
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Chapter 5

Molecular structures of eumelanin

This chapter presents a description of the publication, Chun-Teh Chen, Francisco

Martin-Martinez, Gang Seob Jung, and Markus J. Buehler. Polydopamine and eu-

melanin molecular structures elucidated from ab initio calculations (in preparation).

5.1 Introduction

The structural investigations of eumelanin are challenging due to its amorphous char-

acter and insolubility in water and most organic solvents. Therefore, it is currently

not possible to provide an accurate picture of eumelanin structure beyond a descrip-

tion of its fundamental building blocks, which are DHI and DHICA [2]. In addition,

very little information is available about the further evolution of these building blocks

to eumelanin, and the exact polymerization mechanism is also unclear. The absence

of proper molecular models for eumelanin and PDA implies a fundamental drawback

that hampers a better understanding, fast development, and property optimization of

eumelanin-like materials. Although the science and applications of PDA-based ma-

terials have rapidly advanced in recent years, most studies in this field were based on

empirical approaches instead of a solid framework of structure-function relationships

due to this structural controversy. In this chapter, a set of computational modeling

methods, which includes a brute-force algorithmic generation of chemical isomers,

MD simulations, and DFT calculations, is implemented to investigate the molecular
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structures of eumelanin and PDA. The investigation starts with analyzing the reac-

tivity of a DHI monomer, and its related radical species that lead to the formation of

eumelanin and PDA. The most reactive positions of a DHI monomer are identified,

and an explanation of the polymerization of different redox forms of DHI based on

spin density calculations is provided.

Early studies showed that the size of eumelanin protomolecules is around 15-20

A, suggesting that the tetramers and pentamers formed by covalently bonded DHI

are the most probable molecular structures of eumelanin [3, 6, 7, 42]. In addition,

a recent study based on mass spectroscopic results of DHI-melanin also suggested

that the major constituents of the material are the tetramers and pentamers of DHI

[96]. As a result, this chapter is narrowed down to DHI oligomers up to tetramers.

Within the framework of this bottom-up approach, and the locations of the most

reactive positions of DHI, all probable early-polymerized DHI oligomers, ranging from

dimers to tetramers, are systematically generated and analyzed, in order to provide

fundamental explanations to some important structural features of eumelanin and

PDA, as well as to propose a set of molecular models that represents the chemically

diverse nature of these materials.

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Reactivity and spin density

The reactivity of different molecules is characterized using the Fukui function dual

descriptor, within the framework of conceptual DFT calculations [97]. The Fukui

function describes how the electron density changes in response to increasing or de-

creasing in the number of electrons. Accordingly, it is employed to predict the pre-

ferred site for either nucleophilic or electrophilic attacks. The population of unpaired

electrons for different sites in the radicals is quantified with electron spin densities,

for which unrestricted open shell DFT calculations are performed.
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5.2.2 Brute-force algorithmic generator

DHI oligomers are composed of various numbers of DHI units with different config-

urations. In this chapter, multi-layers of checkerboard plates are used to represent

different polymerization degrees of DHI oligomers. For example, a tetramer can be

generated by using four layers of checkerboard plates (Fig. 5-la). To create all

probable molecular structures, an algorithm using eight different orientations of a

DHI monomer is proposed (Fig. 5-1b). Orientation 1 is the default orientation;

Orientation 2 is a flipped structure of Orientation 1; Orientation 3 is a 90-degree

clockwise-rotated structure of Orientation 1; Orientation 4 is a flipped structure of

Orientation 3; Similarly, Orientation 5 is an 180-degree clockwise-rotated structure of

Orientation 1; Orientation 6 is a flipped structure of Orientation 5; Orientation 7 is

a 270-degree clockwise-rotated structure of Orientation 1; Orientation 8 is a flipped

structure of Orientation 7. With these eight different orientations, DHI oligomers by

assembling two or more DHI monomers with different orientations on checkerboard

plates can be generated. Take dimers for an example, the first monomer in the brute-

force algorithmic generator is set to the default orientation, Orientation 1, on the

first layer of a checkerboard plate. Note that it makes no difference which orientation

of a DHI monomer is selected to be the first monomer. The brute-force algorithmic

generator can generate all probable DHI oligomers no matter which orientation of a

DHI monomer is chosen as a starting point. According to DFT results on reactivity

and spin density, which will be discussed in Results and Discussion section, the most

reactive positions of a DHI monomer are the 2-, 4-, and 7-position. Thus, there are

three reactive positions in a DHI monomer. The first reactive position considered in

the brute-force algorithmic generator is the 7-position, and there are six orientations

of a DHI monomer (i.e., Orientation 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8) can form a covalent bond

with Orientation 1 at the 7-position; The second reactive position is the 2-position,

and there are also six orientations of a DHI monomer (Orientation 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and

8) can form a covalent bond with Orientation 1 at the 2-position; The third reac-

tion position is the 4-position, and there are also six orientations of a DHI monomer
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(Orientation 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6) can form a covalent bond with Orientation 1 at the

4-position. Consequently, a total of 18 combinations of positions and orientations can

be generated on the second layer of a checkerboard plate. Combining the first and

second layers of checkerboard plates, a total of 18 dimers will be generated. Appendix

Fig. B-9 shows the checkerboard representations of these 18 dimers. The numbers on

the checkerboard plates indicate the orientations of each DHI monomer, where the

corresponding molecular structures are shown in Appendix Fig.B-10. While generat-

ing trimers, the third layer of a checkerboard plate is added to connect the third DHI

monomer with the second DHI monomer. Since the second DHI monomer already

formed a covalent bond with the first DHI monomer, there are only two reactive po-

sitions available to form a covalent bond with the third DHI monomer. As a result, a

total of 12 combinations of positions and orientations can be generated on the third

layer of a checkerboard plate for each dimer. Combining the first, second, and third

layers of checkerboard plates, a total of 216 trimers will be generated. The molecular

structures of these 216 trimers are shown in Appendix Fig. B-11 to B-22. Similarly,

a total of 2,592 tetramers will be generated in the brute-force algorithmic generator.

Fig. 5-1c shows the molecular structure of a tetramer that is generated according

to the four layers of checkerboard plates shown in Fig. 5-la. Finding the lowest

energy conformation of an oligomer is essential for comparing its energy with other

oligomers. Note that the brute-force algorithmic generator can not only generate all

probable structural unique oligomers but also can generate different conformations,

which oligomers can adopt due to rotation about sigma bonds. Thus, the conforma-

tional analysis is done at the same time as the energies of different conformations of

oligomers are evaluated.

5.2.3 Atomistic modeling and equilibration

Full atomistic MD simulations are performed to relax and equilibrate the initial molec-

ular structures of DHI oligomers generated from the brute-force algorithmic generator.

As with Chapters 2, 3, and 4, full atomistic MD simulations are implemented using

LAMMPS [57] with CVFF [58, 59] in this chapter. After energy minimization using
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The numbers on the red blocks represent the orientations of a DHI monomer. (b)
Eight different orientations of DHI monomer considered. (c) Molecular structure of
tetramer generated according to four layers of checkerboard plates shown in (a).
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the CG algorithm, MD simulations are performed to equilibrate the molecular struc-

tures further. The MD equilibration includes ten iterations of equilibration to find

the most stable geometry of a molecule. Each iteration contains four steps of the

NVT ensembles. In the first step, a molecule is equilibrated with the NVT ensemble

at the temperature starting from 1.0 K and increasing linearly to 300 K in 1.0 ps.

In the second step, the molecule is equilibrated with the NVT ensemble at 300 K

for 1.0 ps. In the third step, the molecule is equilibrated with the NVT ensemble

at the temperature starting from 300 K and decreasing linearly to 1.0 K in 1.0 ps.

In the final step, the molecule is equilibrated with the NVT ensemble at 1.0 K for

1.0 ps. A Langevin thermostat is performed to control the temperature. When the

fourth step of MD equilibration is finished, the molecule is then relaxed with energy

minimization again to calculate its energy. Thus, its geometry and the corresponding

energy are recorded. This MD equilibration is repeated ten times. As a result, a total

of ten geometries and the corresponding energies are recorded for each molecule. The

geometry with the lowest energy is then selected for further geometry optimizations

with DFT. The MD equilibration scheme is shown in Appendix Fig. A-5.

5.2.4 Geometry optimization

The geometries obtained from the MD equilibrations described above are further

optimized using DFT calculations implemented in ORCA [71]. The B3LYP functional

[72, 73] is adopted for optimizing the molecular structures, together with the 6-31G*

basis set. The energies obtained in DFT calculations are used to benchmark the

molecular structures of DHI oligomers.

5.2.5 Self-assembly modeling

In the initial configuration, eight tetramers are separated by a distance more than 40

A to ensure that there are no intermolecular interactions. After energy minimization,

the system is equilibrated with the NVT ensemble at 300 K for 10 ns. A Langevin

thermostat is performed to control the temperature.
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5.3 Results and discussion

5.3.1 DHI radical polymerization

The Fukui function gives an indication of the formation of the radicals while the spin

density shows the delocalization of the unpaired electrons that control the radical

reaction. Fig. 5-2a shows the dual descriptor of the Fukui function for DHI tautomers

(i.e., HQ, NQ, MQ, and IQ). The colored surfaces represent those molecular regions

suitable of undergoing either nucleophilic (purple) or electrophilic (green) attack.

The results indicate that the reactivity of DHI is mainly concentrated in the catechol

functional group. Therefore, an eventual electrophilic attack over the oxygen positions

of DHI would be responsible for the formation of the following radical species in the

oxygen atoms, while a nucleophilic attack over the carbon positions of the catechol

ring would form the subsequent carbon radicals. Despite the uncertainty on the actual

mechanism of radical generation, it is clear that four possible radical species can be

formed in the catechol functional group.

Fig. 5-2b shows the spin density for these four HQ radical species, where the

yellow surfaces indicate the probability density for the unpaired radical electron.

HQ-oio and HQ-ojj are the species where a hydrogen atom is removed from one of

the hydroxyl functional groups, while HQ-c 4 and HQ-c 7 are the species where the

unpaired electron is generated in one of the carbon atoms of the catechol ring. HQ-

o0o and HQ-oj1 are highlighted in a red box since these are the species that would

initially form. As a result, they might be responsible for the initiation of the radical

reaction. Within this context, HQ-oio and HQ-oj1 would potentially attack HQ, NQ,

MQ and IQ to form more racial species through hydrogen abstraction mechanisms,

therefore generating all radicals shown in Fig. 5-2c, 5-2d and 5-2e. Those species in

which the radical is generated by hydrogen abstraction in the hydroxyl group present

higher delocalization of the unpaired electron, which is located not only in the oxygen

but also in some of the carbons of HQ. On the contrary, when the radical species are

generated in the carbon atoms of the catechol, the unpaired electron remains mainly

localized in the carbon. Fig. 5-2f summarizes the atomic positions that are most likely
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to polymerize based on the spin density analysis of all possible radical species. The

position highlighted in red corresponds to the carbon in which the spin density is lower

among all different structures. As a result, the unpaired electron in this carbon is

less likely to appear. Accordingly, less number of cross-linking through this position

is expected. The positions highlighted in orange (i.e., 5-, 6-, 8-, and 9-position)

present localization of the spin density, but these are positions that are more difficult

to access due to steric effects. On the contrary, the atomic positions highlighted in

green (i.e., 2-, 4-, and 7-position) are easy to access during polymerization, and also

present higher spin density in most of the cases, and more importantly in the main

radical species generated from HQ (i.e., HQ-oio and HQ-oii). These three positions

are indeed in agreement with the most stable connections in DHI oligomers, and even

though there are four carbon positions in DHI that are suitable for polymerization,

only these three are likely to polymerize in the radical reaction.

5.3.2 Proposed molecular structures for dimers

According to the results shown in the previous section, the unpaired electron in the

radical species, which is a key player in the polymerization of DHI, is mainly localized

in 2-, 4-, and 7-position. The results imply that the covalent bonds connecting DHI

monomers to generate DHI oligomers are more likely to form at these positions. As a

result of this specificity, there are 6 structural unique dimers (constitutional isomers),

which are made through 2,2'-, 2,4'-, 2,7'-, 4,4'-, 4,7'-, and 7,7'-bonding positions.

Nevertheless, to evaluate the stability of all different possible connections, a total of

18 dimers are generated with a brute-force algorithmic generator. Appendix Fig. B-

10 shows the molecular structures of these 18 dimers. Note that this set of dimers not

only covers all 6 structural unique dimers but also includes 12 redundant dimers with

different conformations find the most stable conformation of each structural unique

dimer. Appendix Table B.3 shows the relative energies compared to the most stable

dimer as well as the covalent bonding positions of these 18 dimers. After discarding

higher energy conformations, the more stable dimers are those made through 2,4'-

position, 2,2'-position (+0.37 kcal/mol), 2,7'-position (+0.62 kcal/mol), and 4,7'-
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Figure 5-3: Molecular structures of 6 structural unique dimers. The more stable

dimers are those made through (a) 2,4'-position, (b) 2,2'-position (+0.37 kcal/mol),

(c) 2,7'-position (+0.62 kcal/rrol), and (d) 4,7'-position (+0.63 kcal/mol). The less

stable dimers are those made through (e) 7,7'-position (+0.94 kcal/mol), and (f)

4,4'-position (+1.14 kcal/mol).

position (+0.63 kcal/mol). On the contrary, the less stable dimers are those made

through 7,7'-position (+0.94 kcal/mol), and 4,4 -position (+1.14 kcal/mol). Fig. 5-3

shows the molecular structures of these 6 structural unique dimers in the order of

their relative energies.

The activation energies for DHI monomers to form various DHI oligomers are

difficult to estimate without knowing the detailed reaction mechanism. However,

the equal chemical functionalities and the similar structural conformations between

the different species involved in the polymerization suggest similar energy barriers

be expected. Furthermore, considering that it has been experimentally proven that

the polymerization of DHI occurs, it is reasonable to assume that despite the energy

barriers, the formation of oligomers is kinetically possible in most of the cases. As a

result, it is the energy of the final structure that determines the prevalence of some
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oligomers with respect to others. Additionally, those oligomers with relative energy

higher than the thermal energy (KE), which is 0.593 kcal/mol at room tempera-

ture, compared to the most stable molecular structure might be less likely to exist.

These assumptions define a theoretical framework that allows us to evaluate different

oligomers that contribute to the overall chemical structure of eumelanin and PDA. In

Fig. 5-3, the last two dimers, which are made through 7,7'-position (Fig. 5-6e) and

4,4'-position (Fig. 5-6f), have relative energy considerably higher than the KE. Based

on the assumptions, these two dimers are less likely to exist. Actually, the top 3 most

stable dimers in this work, which are made through 2,4'-position (Fig. 5-3a), 2,2'-

position (Fig. 5-3b), and 2,7'-position (Fig. 5-3c), has been identified in experiments

by oxidation of DHI [12]. In addition, the simulations show that forming covalent

bonds through 4,7'-position (Fig. 5-3d) is also possible. This bonding arrangement

has also been verified in experiments [50]. The good agreement between the simu-

lations and experiments supports the assumption that the molecular structures with

lower energies are more likely to be found.

5.3.3 Proposed molecular structures for trimers

Following the same strategy applied for dimers, 216 trimers are generated using the

brute-force algorithmic generator. Appendix Fig. B-11 to B-22 show the molecular

structures of these 216 trimers. This set of trimers covers all 27 structurally unique

trimers and also include 189 redundant trimers with different conformations to find

the most stable conformation of each structural unique trimer. After discarding

those structures with higher energy conformations, the top 9 most stable trimers are

those made through 2,4'- & 2,2'-positions, 2,4'- & 2,7'-positions (+0.20 kcal/mol),

2,4'- & 7,4'-positions (+0.30 kcal/mol), 7,4'- & 7,2'-positions (+0.34 kcal/mol), 7,4'-

& 2,2'-positions (+0.43 kcal/mol), 7,4'- & 7,4'-positions (+0.48 kcal/mol), 7,4'- &

2,7'-positions (+0.67 kcal/mol), 2,7'- & 4,2'-positions (+0.74 kcal/mol), and 2,2'- &

7,4'-positions (+0.95 kcal/mol). Fig. 5-4 shows the molecular structures of the top

9 most stable trimers in the order of their relative energies. These top 9 most stable

trimers are made through the combinations of 2,2'-, 2,4'-, 2,7'-, and 4,7'-position.
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A simple explanation is that these covalent connections are more stable according

to the simulation results for dimers shown in Fig. 5-3. In Fig. 5-4, only the last

trimer, which is made through 2,2'- & 7,4'-positions (Fig. 5-4i), has relative energy

considerably higher than the KE. Based on the assumptions, the other 8 trimers are

all likely to exist. Actually, the second most stable trimer in this work, which is made

through 2,4'- & 2,7'-positions (Fig. 5-4b), has been identified by oxidation of DHI

[12]. Once again, this result supports the assumption that the molecular structures

with lower energies are indeed more likely to be found.

5.3.4 Proposed molecular structures for tetramers

The number of molecular structures that need to be considered increases exponentially

as the oligomer size increases. 2,592 tetramers are generated from the brute-force

algorithmic generator. This set of tetramers covers all 162 structural unique tetramers

as well as 2,430 redundant tetramers that account for different conformations to find

the most stable conformation of each structural unique tetramer. After removing the

results of higher energy conformations, the systematic search of the global energy

minimums for tetramers is completed. Following the same strategy, the top 9 most

stable tetramers are those made through 2,4'- & 2,7'- & 2,7'-positions, 2,7'- & 2,2'-

& 7,2'-positions (+0.30 kcal/mol), 2,2'- & 7,2'- & 4,2'-positions (+0.56 kcal/mol),

4,2'- & 7,7'- & 2,7'-positions (+0.91 kcal/mol), 7,2'- & 7,7'- & 2,7'-positions (+0.96

kcal/mol), 2,7'- & 2,2'- & 4,2'-positions (+1.13 kcal/mol), 4,7'- & 2,4'- & 2,2'-positions

(+1.20 kcal/mol), 2,7'- & 2,4'- & 2,4'-positions (+1.35 kcal/mol), and 2,4'- & 2,7'- &

2,4'-positions (+1.77 kcal/mol). Fig. 5-5 shows the molecular structures of the top 9

most stable tetramers in the order of their relative energies. These top 9 most stable

tetramers are basically made through the more stable combinations of 2,2'-, 2,4'-,

2,7'-, and 4,7'-position found in the simulation results for dimers shown in Fig. 5-3.

However, a less stable covalent connection forming through 7,7'-position is also found

in the 4-th and 5-th stable tetramers (Fig. 5-5d and 5-5e). This result is probably

due to the existence of hydrogen bonding between the first and fourth DHI units in

these two tetramers, which reduces the energy, stabilizes the structure, and improves
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their ranks. Interestingly, only the top 3 stable tetramers have relative energy lower

than the KE, which implies that only a few tetramers are energetically favorable.

Evidence of porphyrin-like tetramers has been found recently in natural eume-

lanin pigment as well as in PDA by using electrochemical fingerprinting [98]. These

tetramers, which are made through 2,7'- & 2,7'- & 2,7'-positions, create an interior

ring where all the nitrogen atoms are in the center. Such arrangement is consistent

with the tetrameric model proposed by Kaxiras et al. [5]. However, this particular

kind of molecular structures in which a covalent bond is formed between the first and

fourth DHI units is not considered in this chapter. Although these porphyrin-like

tetramers are not evaluated directly, the most stable tetramer identified in this work

(Fig. 5-5a), which is made through 2,4'- & 2,7'- & 2,7'-positions, shows a similar

structural arrangement to these porphyrin-like tetramers.

5.3.5 Statistical characteristics

Fig. 5-6a shows the relative energies and ranks of the 216 trimers, depending on their

relative energies, from the most to least stable one. Note that the relative energy

increases dramatically as the rank goes up, and only a small number of trimers have

a relative energy lower than or close to the KE as indicated by the red dashed line.

Fig. 5-6b plots the projection products against the relative energies of all trimers.

The projection product quantifies the planarity of a DHI oligomer, ranging from zero

to one. A DHI oligomer with the projection product of 1.0 means it has a completely

planar structure (see Appendix A.2 for details). The distribution of points in the cloud

shows a trend that the projection product decreases as the relative energy increases.

The result implies that those trimers with more planar molecular structures tend to

have lower energy. Fig. 5-6c shows the probability of finding particular trimers in a

molecular mixture of all trimers based on the Boltzmann distribution. Thus, the top

9 most stable trimers in Fig. 5-4 represent 67% of the population of all trimers. The

curve is calculated with the Boltzmann distribution function shown below:
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" exp (-E/kT)

exp (-/kT)

where p, is the probability of finding the molecular structures that are made of the

top n most stable molecules, the term m is the total number of molecules, the term

ei is the energy (relative energy is adopted) of the molecule i, the term k is the

Boltzmann constant, and the term T is the temperature (300 K).

Fig. 5-6d shows the relative energies and ranks of the 2,592 tetramers. Note

that the relative energy increases much more dramatically in the beginning compared

to that in the case of trimers (Fig. 5-6a). The inner figure in Fig. 5-6d zooms in

the relative energies of the top 20 ranked tetramers. Only very few tetramers have

relative energies lower than 1.0 kcal/mol, which is about two times of the KE. Conse-

quently, even though there are 162 structural unique tetramers, the majority species

of tetramers in eumelanin and PDA could be only a few. A possible explanation is

that there are higher energy barriers for adding DHI monomer to larger oligomers.

For example, when a new monomer is trying to add to a trimer to form a tetramer,

it is not only interacting with the terminal monomer to which it is attaching but also

interacting with the other two monomers via non-covalent interactions. Therefore,

the degree of freedom for a new monomer to approach an oligomer is decreased as

the number of DHI units in the oligomer is increased based on steric effects. This

result can explain the existence of relatively small degrees of polymerization in eume-

lanin and PDA. Fig. 5-6e shows the projection products and relative energies of all

tetramers. The figure shows a trend that more planar tetramers have lower relative

energy. As a result, more planar tetramers are more stable and more likely to exist

compared to less planar tetramers. This finding agrees with the fact that eumelanin

and PDA are composed of near planar oligomers. Note that only if the oligomers

are near planar, layered aggregates made of stacked oligomers via 7r-7r interactions

can be observed in experiments [10, 40]. Furthermore, as discussed in Chapter 3,

only if the oligomers can stack together closely to form the secondary structures, the
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excitonic effects among the oligomers will be strong enough to produce the broad-

band absorption spectrum of eumelanin [9]. Fig. 5-6f shows the probability of finding

certain tetramers in a molecular mixture of all tetramers. Based on the Boltzmann

distribution, the top 9 most stable tetramers shown in Fig. 5-5 represent 77% of

the population of all tetramers. This result suggests that the majority species of

tetramers could be quite repetitive even though the number of probable tetramers is

large.

5.3.6 Self-assembly of tetramers

Fig. 5-7a shows the DFT optimized geometry of the most stable tetramer (Fig. 5-

5a). This tetramer has not only the lowest energy compared to the others but also a

high projection product of 0.68 (Fig. 5-6e). While eight of the tetramers are placed

in a simulation box, they quickly stack together to form a layered aggregate during

the simulation shown in Fig. 5-7b (see Methods section for details). This kind of

layered aggregates is one of the most important structural features of eumelanin-like

materials. Note that only planar tetramers can form such aggregated structures. For

example, Fig. 5-7c shows the DFT optimized geometry of the tetramer with the

lowest projection product of 0.37 (Fig. 5-6e). Interestingly, this tetramer is also

one of the least stable tetramers, which ranks 2,588 of 2,592. While eight of the

tetramers are placed in a simulation box, they also quickly aggregate together during

the simulation. However, they do not stack together to form a layered aggregate.

Instead, they form an amorphous structure shown in Fig. 5-7d. This result clearly

demonstrations that choosing more realistic molecular models of eumelanin and PDA

for simulations is crucial to get meaningful results.

5.4 Conclusions

A set of computational modeling methods is proposed to generate and evaluate prob-

able molecular structures of eumelanin and PDA systematically. The most reactive

positions in a DHI monomer are identified. For the first time, a first principles ap-
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Figure 5-7: Molecular and aggregated structures of most and least stable tetramers.
(a) Molecular structure of most stable tetramer. (b) Layered aggregate formed by
eight of most stable tetramers shown in (a). (c) Molecular structure of least stable
tetramer. (d) Amorphous aggregate formed by eight of least tetramers shown in (c).

proach is used to provide a quantum-chemical explanation of the existence of certain

preferential connections between DHI monomers. These results are then used as an

input for the brute-force algorithmic generator that creates all probable chemical

isomers for DHI oligomers. From a total number of nearly 3,000 isomers, the most

stable dimers, trimers, and tetramers of DHI are identified, to propose molecular

models that will aid more accurate modeling of eumelanin and PDA. The relative

energies between molecular models reported in this work can be applied to estimate a

proper ratio of these molecules in simulations. In addition, fundamental explanations

of some important structural features of eumelanin and PDA, such as the structural

planarity and small size of oligomers, are provided in this work. It is important to

remark that this chapter only evaluates DHI oligomers up to tetramers, and does not

consider different redox forms, due to computational limitations. However, the theo-

retical framework described here and the brute-force algorithmic generator presented

in this chapter can be easily applied to larger DHI oligomers and different redox forms

of DHI in future studies.
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Chapter 6

Graphene oxide - polydopamine

nanocomposites

This chapter presents a description of the publication, Chun-Teh Chen, Francisco

Martin-Martinez, Shengjie Ling, Zhao Qin, and Markus J. Buehler. Bio-inspired

Graphene oxide - polydopamine nanocomposite with enhanced mechanical strength

and shrinking ability (in preparation).

6.1 Introduction

Creating composite materials with high mechanical properties and multi-functionalities

is an ultimate goal towards superior engineering applications. Graphene is one of the

most promising candidates for developing such new materials due to the remark-

able high mechanical strength and electrical conductivity that arise from its two-

dimensional sp2 carbon atoms' honeycomb structure. A defect-free graphene has

been proven the strongest known material with a tensile strength of 130 GPa [99],

which is about 200 times stronger than steel. Despite this potential, graphene still

has a long way to go before it reaches large-scale commercial utilization since it is

considerably expensive and difficult to be produced in mass quantity. An alternative

material for certain applications is GO, for which a homogeneous colloidal suspension

can be readily prepared in aqueous media for versatile mass production and further
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treatment. GO has rich oxygen-containing functional groups including epoxy and

hydroxyl groups on its graphene basal plane and carboxylic groups along the edges.

Consequently, GO sheets are hydrophilic and can be quickly dispersed in water under

mild ultrasonic treatment [100]. Although the strength of GO (63 GPa) [101] is weaker

than that of graphene, it is still much stronger than conventional engineering materi-

als. The applications of GO are limited due to the small size of GO sheets, which is on

the scale of micrometers. Assembling GO sheets into so-called GO paper consisting

of several hundred layered GO sheets in the thickness direction and with the size up

to a few centimeters in the in-plane directions, is essential for expanding the range of

applications of GO. However, after the assembly, the strength of GO paper (76-293

MPa) [102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108] is much inferior to that of an individual GO

sheet. The reason for this relative weakness relies on the weak interlayer interactions

provided by a hydrogen-bonding network formed between oxygen-containing func-

tional groups on adjacent GO sheets and water molecules. The interlayer interactions

are not strong enough to hold GO sheets together during stretching. As a result, the

failure mechanism of GO paper is sliding of adjacent GO sheets but not breaking of

strong carbon-carbon bonds on its graphene basal plane, which is the source of the

strength in graphene and GO sheets.

To improve the mechanical properties of GO paper, one strategy is to increase

interlayer interactions. PDA is a suitable candidate to achieve this mechanical rein-

forcement. Utilizing its outstanding adhesive ability, PDA can be used as an efficient

mechanical reinforcing agent. In addition to this, PDA also plays a role as a reducing

agent due to its oxidative self-polymerization ability. In the case of GO paper, this

oxidative process implies the reduction of GO, which is of interest due to the enhanced

electrical conductivity arising from the reduction. Graphene has extremely high elec-

trical conductivity, but GO is a near electrical insulator due to the disruption of its

sp2 bonding. Consequently, a reduction process is desirable to recover its electrical

conductivity. Among common reduction methods, the hydrazine-based reduction is

one of the alternatives. However, it is less desirable to be applied to mass production

because of its high toxicity. In addition to this, high-temperature annealing tech-
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niques may deteriorate the well-stacked paper structure and lead to a decrease in the

mechanical properties. On the contrary, beyond enhancing the strength of composite

materials, PDA is also able to reduce GO to reduced-GO (rGO) and provide a versa-

tile, functional route for further derivation. As a result, PDA can be an alternative to

the hazardous hydrazine for deoxygenation of GO. Recent research efforts have been

devoted to embedding PDA to GO paper to produce so-called GO-PDA paper with

enhanced mechanical properties and electrical conductivity [106, 107, 108].

In addition to GO-PDA paper, other types of GO-based paper have also been

fabricated for achieving higher mechanical properties, such as GO-poly(vinyl alcohol)

(PVA) paper [64, 109, 110], and GO-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) paper [109].

However, what makes GO-PDA paper unique is that it does not only provide better

mechanical properties compared to GO paper but also brings additional functionali-

ties. Besides enhancing the electrical conductivity already mentioned above, another

fascinating function that GO-PDA paper exhibits is the humidity-caused self-folding

ability. Most materials swell during wetting and shrink during drying. It is typical

behavior, especially for porous materials such as wood and clay, since the volume

expands while water molecules fill the porous space and shrink while water molecules

are removed. For non-porous materials, the swelling/shrinking mechanism is much

more complicated. GO-PDA paper, a non-porous 2-D material, has been found to

absorb water rapidly to swell and lose water to shrink. Accordingly, GO-PDA paper

is a highly efficient actuator and has been fabricated as a humidity sensor [111], worm-

like walking device [34, 111], self-folding box [34], robotic hand [34], and micro robot

[34]. Although the physicochemical properties of GO-PDA paper have been widely

studied in experiments, some fundamental questions regarding the reduction mecha-

nism that transforms GO to rGO, the detailed molecular structure of the GO-PDA

paper, the source of the enhanced mechanical strength, and the shrinking/swelling

mechanism of its 2-D layered structure are still unclear. Most previous studies on

GO-PDA paper were based on empirical approaches instead of a solid framework of

structure-function relationships. In this chapter, a computational study of GO-PDA

paper is reported to elucidate some of these fundamental questions.
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6.2 Methods

6.2.1 GO and GO-PDA models

In this chapter, GO sheets with an empirical formula of C1 2 0 2 (OH) are created.

This 4:1 carbon-to-oxygen ratio is commonly found in experiments [112, 113]. Two

different sizes of GO and GO-PDA models are generated: small-scale and large-scale.

The small-scale GO and GO-PDA models consist of four GO or GO-PDA sheets with

a dimension of 50 A by 100 A; the large-scale GO and GO-PDA models also consist

of four GO or GO-PDA sheets but with a dimension of 50 A by 1,000 A.The initial

interlayer spacing is set to 45 A to prevent interactions between adjacent GO or GO-

PDA sheets in the initial configuration. Hydroxyl and epoxide groups are randomly

added on either side of the graphene basal plane. Five different amounts of water (e.g.,

0 wt%, 8 wt%, 15 wt%, 27 wt%, and 35 wt%) are added to the small-scale GO and

GO-PDA models, to study water effects on the structural and mechanical properties.

The water content in a model is calculated by Mwater /(MGO + Mwater), where Mwater

is the mass of water and MGO is the mass of GO. Note that the molecular structure

of PDA is still controversial even after significant experimental and theoretical efforts

over past years. This chapter only considers DHI, the fundamental building block

of PDA, to simplify the problem. Based on the DFT calculations (see Results and

discussion section for details), the most stable structure is adopted to generate GO-

PDA models. The only difference between the GO and GO-PDA models is the

existence of DHI units in the GO-PDA models. These DHI units are randomly

added on either side of the graphene basal plane in the GO-PDA models. The mass

ratio of DHI units in the GO-PDA models is about 23 wt% in the dry condition.

6.2.2 Atomistic modeling and equilibration

Full atomistic MD simulations are implemented using LAMMPS [57] with ReaxFF,

which is a first principle-based general bond-order dependent force field that pro-

vides a description of bond breaking and bond forming [4]. The existing version of
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ReaxFF for hydrocarbons described by van Duin et al. [4] and extended to hydro-

carbon oxidation by Chenoweth et al. [114] is adopted in this chapter. This version

of ReaxFF has been widely applied for studying graphene oxidation and GO-based

materials [63, 64, 115]. However, to simulate GO-PDA paper, force field parameters

for nitrogen-carbon-hydrogen are required. The force field parameters for nitrogen-

carbon-hydrogen in the study of Kamat et al. [116] are also adopted in this chapter.

These parameters were optimized against quantum and experimental data and can

reproduce the physical and chemical reactions between nitrogen-carbon and nitrogen-

nitrogen [116], as well as the complex chemistry involved in char combustion [117].

After energy minimization with the CG algorithm, the GO and GO-PDA models

are first simulated with the NPT ensemble at a constant temperature of 10 K and

pressure of 1.013 bar in the X and Y directions, and 1,013 bar in the Z direction for

100 ps. The low temperature in the simulations prevents the water molecules from

forming water clusters, and the high pressure in the Z direction allows the GO and

G-PDA sheets to form layered nanocomposites much faster than at low pressures.

The MD models are then simulated in the NPT ensemble at a constant temperature

of 300 K and pressure of 1.013 bar in all directions for another 100 ps. PBCs are

applied in all directions for these two steps of MD simulations. The interlayer spacing

of the MD models is calculated after the second step of MD simulations is finished.

The small-scale GO and GO-PDA models are used to study the mechanical

strength of GO and GO-PDA paper. The equilibrium structures obtained from the

MD equilibrations described above are adopted in pulling tests for evaluating their

mechanical strength. To perform pulling tests to simulate the tension-shear behavior,

the PBC in the pulling direction (Y direction) is eliminated by adding a vacant space

with the length of 20 A. The left edges of the first and third sheets and the right

edges of the second and fourth sheets are fixed during pulling tests. These edges are

only fixed in the Y direction and are free to move in the other two directions. During

pulling tests, the simulation boxes are stretched in the Y direction at around 1.25%

every 25 ps. The stress is derived from the center region with a length of 50 A to

limit the effects of the boundaries and averaged over a time interval of the last 5.0 ps
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in each pulling step to reduce stress fluctuations.

The large-scale GO and GO-PDA models are used to study of the shrinking

ability of GO and GO-PDA paper. The large-scale GO and GO-PDA models in a

wet condition (35 wt%) is equilibrated with the MD equilibrations described above.

The water molecules in the models are then removed to simulate the dehydration

progress. The models are simulated in the NPT ensemble at a constant temperature

of 400 K and pressure of 1.013 bar in all directions for 1.0 ns. The high temperature

accelerates the equilibration speed in the simulation, thus reducing the simulation

time for the equilibration. In the final step, the GO-PDA model is then simulated in

the NPT ensemble at a constant temperature of 300 K and pressure of 1.013 bar in

all directions for 100 ps. The stresses measured in the pulling tests are averaged over

a time interval of each 25 ps to reduce stress fluctuations.

6.3 Results and discussion

6.3.1 Proposed reactions between DHI and GO

The investigation in this work starts with DFT calculations to find the most prob-

able chemical reactions between DHI and GO (see Methods section in Chapter 5

for details). Note that the chemical reaction mechanism between DHI and GO is a

complex process that goes beyond the scope of this work. GO contains three main

oxygen-containing functional groups, namely epoxy, hydroxyl, and carboxylic groups.

Epoxy group is known to be especially reactive, and therefore we consider this one

as the most probable reaction site on GO. In the first approach, assuming that the

chemical reaction occurs between an epoxy group on a GO flake and DHI. As a result,

a new covalent bond is added to connect an epoxy group on a GO flake and DHI.

One of the possible initial structures is shown in Fig. 6-la. After the system is re-

laxed with DFT geometry optimization, all possible connections explored converge to

a non-binding structure such as the one shown in Fig. 6-1b. These structures might

imply the extraction of an oxygen atom from the GO flake, which leads to a possible
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Figure 6-1: Bonding of epoxy group on GO flake and DHI. (a) Initial geometry of
one of possible bonding sites. (b) Converged geometry in which oxygen is removed
and GO is reduced to rGO.

reduction process from GO to rGO, in agreement with the experimental observation

of PDA-driven GO reduction.

In the second step, assuming that the chemical reaction occurs between a carbon

atom on a GO flake and DHI. Four different systems that cover the possible reactive

positions for this connection are explored. Unlike the previous case in which the con-

nection is made to an oxygen atom, these four systems converge to bonded structures.

The optimized geometries and relative energies of these four systems compared to the

lowest energy system are shown in Fig. 6-2. The most stable structure (Fig. 6-2d)

from these results is then adopted for generating the GO-PDA models.

6.3.2 Interlayer spacing of GO and GO-PDA paper

Due to the computational limitation, the length-scale of GO and GO-PDA models

in MD simulations cannot match the real size of these materials in experiments,

which is usually on a scale of several micrometers in the thickness direction and a

few centimeters in the in-plane directions. As mentioned in Methods section, the

small-scale GO and GO-PDA models consist of four GO or GO-PDA sheets with a

dimension of 50 A by 100 A. Similar models were used to study GO and GO-PVA

paper in the work of Compton et al. [64]. Fig. 6-3 shows the snapshots of the GO

and GO-PDA models with different water content after the MD equilibrations (see

Methods section for details).
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Figure 6-2: Bonding of carbon atom on GO flake and DHI. Four different systems

for this connection are explored. The relative energies with respect to the most

stable structure in (d), are +16.52 kcal/mol for structure in (a), +19.51 kcal/mol for

structure in (b), and +5.94 kcal/mol for structure in (c).

Fig. 6-4 shows that the interlayer spacing of GO models are 5.35 A, 5.83 A,

6.28 A, 7.19 A, and 8.10 A, corresponding to the water content of 0 wt%, 8 wt%,

15 wt%, 27 wt%, and 35 wt%, respectively. The interlayer spacing of the GO mod-

els increases as the water content increases. The result is consistent with previous

computational studies [63, 641, but smaller than experimental measurements (7.6-9.7

A) [102, 106, 107, 108, 118, 119]. The reason for this mismatching comes from the

difficulty of archiving low-water containing GO paper in experiments. GO paper is

synthesized in water solution; thus it contains a large amount of water in between

GO sheets when it is produced. Even after dehydration, there is still an approxi-

mately one-molecule-thick layer of water tightly bonded to GO sheets via hydrogen

bonding. This water monolayer is extremely difficult to remove without damaging

GO paper [120]. Consequently, the GO models in the dry (0 wt%) and near-dry

(8 wt%) conditions, which have much smaller interlayer spacing, are unlikely to be

observed in experiments. On the other hand, the GO models in wet (15 wt%, 27 wt%

and 35 wt%) conditions are closer to the actual interlayer spacing of GO paper in
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Figure 6-4: Interlayer spacing of GO and GO-PDA models with different water con-

tents (e.g., 0 wt%, 8 wt%, 15 wt%, 27 wt%, and 35 wt%).

experiments.

In the GO-PDA models, the interlayer spacing is 10.14 A, 9.45 A, 9.34 A, 9.74 A,

and 10.55 A, corresponding to the water content of 0 wt%, 8 wt%, 15 wt%, 27 wt%,

and 35 wt%, respectively. The result is consistent with experimental measurements

(9.5-10.3 A) [106, 107, 108]. Compared to the GO models, the interlayer spacing of the

GO-PDA models is less sensitive to water content (Fig. 6-4). Unlike GO models, for

which the interlayer spacing increases monotonically as the water content increases,

the interlayer spacing of GO-PDA models decreases when a small amount of water

(8 wt% and 15 wt%) is added. In dry condition, the oxygen-containing functional

groups on adjacent GO-PDA sheets cannot interact with each other due to the large

interlayer spacing, which is presumably caused by the existence of DHI units (Fig.

6-3). When a small amount of water is added, there is sufficient space between GO-

PDA sheets for hosting water molecules without increasing the interlayer spacing.

Furthermore, these water molecules act as bridges that form hydrogen bonds with

the oxygen-containing functional groups on adjacent GO-PDA sheets; thus, these

water molecules pull adjacent GO-PDA sheets closer. However, once a large amount
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of water (27 wt% and 35 wt%) is added, there is no space available between GO-PDA

sheets for hosting additional water molecules. As a result, the interlayer spacing has

to increase to enable additional water storage.

6.3.3 Mechanical strength of GO and GO-PDA paper

The small-scale GO and GO-PDA models used to study the interlayer spacing are

adopted to estimate the mechanical strength. As mentioned before, the failure mech-

anism of GO-based papers is mainly the sliding of adjacent sheets. Therefore, the

adhesive strength between adjacent sheets determines the strength of the material.

To estimate the adhesive strength between adjacent sheets, constant tensile strains

are applied to pull the first and third sheets to the right and the second and fourth

sheets to the left in the simulations (Fig. 6-5a). Only the stresses in the center regions

of the models are measured during the pulling tests to eliminate the boundary effects

(Fig. 6-5a). This kind of mechanical behavior can also be described with analytical

models, such as tension-shear (TS) or deformable tension-shear (DTS) models if all

required parameters are known [121]. Based on the pulling test results shown in Ap-

pendix Fig. B-23 and B-24, the adhesive force provided by the GO and GO-PDA

models with different water content are shown in Fig. 6-5b. In the figure, the adhe-

sive force increases in the GO and GO-PDA models as the water content increases

mainly due to the existence of more hydrogen bonds provided by water molecules.

Furthermore, the adhesive force of the GO-PDA models is higher than that of the

GO models with the same water content. This result is due to the additional adhesive

force provided by DHI units in the GO-PDA models. Fig. 6-5c shows the adhesive

strength of the GO and GO-PDA models with different water content based on the

pulling test results shown in Appendix Fig. B-23 and B-24. In the dry (0 wt%) con-

dition, the GO model is stronger than the GO-PDA model. However, when a small

amount of water (8 wt% and 15 wt%) is added, the GO-PDA model has similar

adhesive strength compared to the GO model. When more water (27 wt% and 35

wt%) is added, the GO-PDA model becomes stronger than the GO model. Unlike

the adhesive force, the adhesive strength of the GO-PDA models is not always higher
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Figure 6-5: Pulling tests on GO and GO-PDA models. (a) Snapshot of GO-PDA

model with 15 wt% water content during pulling test. The stress is derived from the

center region (red box) with a length of 50 A to eliminate the boundary effects. (b)

Adhesive force provided by GO and GO-PDA models with different water content.

(c) Adhesive strength provided by GO and GO-PDA models with different water

content. The simulation results are the averaged results obtained from three sets of

the GO and GO-PDA models, which are created with different random distributions

of hydroxyl and epoxide groups and DHI units.

than that of the GO models with the same water content. The GO-PDA models

have larger interlayer spacing compared to the GO models (Fig. 6-4). The adhesive

strength is defined as the adhesive force divided by the cross-section area, and larger

interlayer spacing means a larger cross-section area. As mentioned above, GO paper

in the dry (0 wt%) and near-dry (8 wt%) conditions is unlikely to be observed in

experiments. Consequently, based on the simulation results, GO-PDA paper should

be stronger than GO paper in normal conditions.

Since the size of GO and GO-PDA models is much smaller than the real size of

these materials in experiments, there are some intrinsic differences between simula-

tions and experiments. Unlike the small GO and GO-PDA sheets in the simulations,

larger GO and GO-PDA sheets are difficult to stack perfectly to form GO or GO-
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PDA paper in experiments. Therefore, wrinkled and rippled structures are often

observed experimentally in a GO-based material but are absent in the simulations.

In addition, to simplify the problem, defects are not considered in this work; while

defect-free GO and GO-PDA paper do not exist in the real world, one should be

aware of the fact that defects can significantly reduce the mechanical properties of

materials. Consequently, the adhesive strength predicted in the simulations is much

higher than experimental measurements. In this regard, this work does not aim to

reproduce the exact mechanical strength of GO and GO-PDA paper in the macro-

scale but rather to describe the interactions between GO and PDA at the nanoscale

for understanding the source of improved mechanical strength.

Moreover, some experimental studies on GO-PDA paper suggest that the en-

hanced mechanical strength of GO-PDA paper comes from covalent cross-links be-

tween adjacent sheets when embedding PDA [108]. Although it seems like a rational

explanation, since covalent cross-links are much stronger than hydrogen bonds, there

is no clear evidence showing that covalent cross-links are formed in GO-PDA paper.

In fact, even though this work does not include any covalent cross-link in the GO-

PDA models, higher adhesive strength is still observed compared to the GO models in

the simulations. Furthermore, it was found that the mechanical strength of GO-PDA

paper is about 35% stronger than that of GO paper [107], which is in good agreement

with the simulation results (Fig. 6-5c). Therefore, even though there are cross-links

formed between adjacent GO-PDA sheets, the ratio might be negligible. A possible

explanation for this behavior is that as DHI monomers form covalent bonds with

GO sheets, they get fixed to the GO sheets, limiting their mobility and ability for

further reaction. As a result, as two GO-PDA sheets stack together, the probability

for the DHI monomers on the adjacent sheets to reach each other and react to form

cross-links should be low.

6.3.4 Shrinking ability of GO and GO-PDA paper

The shrinkages of GO and GO-PDA models during dehydration in simulations are

less than 1%. To show that this value does not correspond to a numerical error
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associated with the size of the model, the large-scale GO and GO-PDA models are

used for this study (see Methods section for details). The large-scale GO and GO-

PDA models are first equilibrated in a wet condition with the water content of 35

wt% and then equilibrated in the dry (0 wt%) condition where the water molecules

are removed. Two different boundary conditions are applied to simulate a relaxed and

fixed boundary situations to study actual shrinking and associated stress, respectively.

In the relaxed condition, the GO and GO-PDA models can freely shrink or swell to

relax the internal stresses. Accordingly, the amount of shrinkage or swelling can be

observed and measured in the simulations. In the fixed condition, the lengths of GO

and GO-PDA models are fixed after the water molecules are removed, and the stresses

associated to shrinkage/swelling can be calculated. The changes in the lengths and

stresses of the GO and GO-PDA models during dehydration in the relaxed and fixed

boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 6-6. In the GO model, a shrinkage of 0.1% in

the in-plain longitudinal direction and corresponding shrinking stress of around 200

MPa are measured. In the GO-PDA model, the shrinking stress is similar to that of

GO model, which is around 200 MPa. However, the shrinkage in the GO-PDA model

(0.6%)is much larger than that of GO model (0.1%). The result is in good agreement

with experiments showing that GO-PDA paper shrinks more than GO paper during

dehydration [34].

The snapshots of the GO-PDA model in the wet and dry conditions are shown

in Fig. 6-7. In the wet condition (6-7a), the DHI units on the GO-PDA model

are surrounded by the interlayer water molecules. As a result, the DHI units have

low probability to interact with each other, and they stay in their positions while

interacting with the water molecules. On the contrary, in the dry condition (Fig.

6-7b), the DHI units interact with each other since the water molecules are removed.

Nevertheless, these DHI units have a low mobility compared to water molecules since

they are fixed on the graphene basal plane; thus they generate nonuniform stresses

on the graphene basal plane when they interact with each other. These nonuniform

stresses ripple the GO-PDA model and shrinks the length.
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Figure 6-7: Snapshots of GO-PDA model in wet and dry conditions.
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6.4 Conclusions

Numerous GO-based nanocomposites are fabricated to achieve improved mechan-

ical properties in experiments. GO-PDA paper has been shown with improved

mechanical strength, electrical conductivity, and shrinking ability. In this chapter,

probable chemical reaction mechanisms between DHI and GO are proposed, which

might explain the chemical reduction ability of PDA to reduce GO to rGO and how

DHI monomers attach to GO. The simulated pulling tests reveal that the enhanced

strength of GO-PDA might merely come from the additional non-covalent interac-

tions provided by PDA, and not from covalent cross-linking that was suggested from

other studies. This finding implies an opportunity to increase the mechanical prop-

erties of GO-PDA paper further if a large amount of covalent cross-linking can form

to connect GO-PDA sheets together with covalent bonds. The shrinking mechanism

of GO-PDA during dehydration is also discovered in the simulations, which might

apply to other 2-D materials.
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Chapter 7

Discussion, conclusions, and future

research

7.1 Summary of key findings and their significances

In this thesis, a detailed hierarchical structure of eumelanin and PDA is provided

by making an assumption that eumelanin and PDA protomolecules are near planar

oligomers (oligomer-based approach), The primary, secondary, tertiary (aggregate)

structures are clearly defined and shown in the simulations. For the first time, the gap

between primary, secondary, and aggregate structures has been bridged to describe

the formation of eumelanin-like materials containing a reasonable number (hundreds)

of protomolecules. The hierarchical structure contains secondary structures (geo-

metric order) made of stacked protomolecules and higher order aggregate structures

(geometric order) made of the secondary structures with different sizes and orienta-

tions. Here, a new explanation of the optical properties of eumelanin-like materials

has been proposed. The interplay of geometric order and disorder characteristics of

the hierarchical structure results in significant and random excitonic couplings among

the molecules. Consequently, these couplings broaden the spectrum and give rise to

a relative enhancement of absorption intensity at the higher-energy end, which is

proportional to the cube of the absorption energy. The concept uncovered here has

implications beyond the specific microscopic models of eumelanin and PDA, and pro-
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vides a significant advancement in the understanding of the optical properties of other

materials with similar chemical and structural characteristics.

Unlike the oligomer-based approach (assuming the molecular structures of pro-

tomolecules), which is hard to capture the heterogeneous nature of eumelanin and

PDA, a monomer-based approach (assuming the fundamental building blocks and

reaction schemes) is studied in this thesis. A computational model of the heteroge-

neous DHI system by mimicking the polymerization mechanism of DHI via controlled

in silico covalent cross-linking between DHI monomers is presented. The simulation

results of the cross-linked DHI systems show the possibility of tuning the molecular

structure and mechanical property of eumelanin-like materials by controlling the ex-

tent of polymerization in silico and provides a more in-depth understanding of the

structure-property relationships for exploring practical applications of PDA as a uni-

versal coating material by controlling polymer size, polydispersity, and aggregation

for the engineering of tailored bio-inspired functional materials.

The oligomer-based and monomer-based approaches are both studied here. The

oligomer-based approach can easily reproduce the aggregate structure of eumelanin

and PDA observed in experiments by using near planar molecular structure for the

simulations. However, since there is no complete set (e.g., dimers, trimers, and

tetramers) of eumelanin molecular models proposed in the literature, the oligomer-

based approach applied here can not capture the heterogeneous nature of eumelanin-

like materials. On the other hand, the monomer-based approach can easily generate

different kinds of protomolecules via controlled in silico covalent cross-linking between

DHI monomers. However, the drawback of this approach is that it does not guarantee

the protomolecules generated in the simulations will be near planar structures. As a

result, layered structures (secondary structures) made of stacked protomolecules are

difficult to reproduce in the simulations using the monomer-based approach.

One of the ultimate goals of this thesis is to propose better molecular models

for eumelanin and PDA, which can capture both the heterogeneous nature of these

materials as well as the structural planarity of protomolecules.To achieve this goal, a

set of computational modeling methods has been proposed to generate and evaluate
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probable molecular structures of eumelanin and PDA. From a total number of nearly

3,000 probable molecular structures, the most stable dimers, trimers, and tetramers

of DHI have been identified using the brute-force algorithm. The results show that

more planar molecular structures have a tendency to be more stable; thus, they are

more likely to exist. Combining these molecular models, the heterogeneous nature

of eumelanin-like materials as well as the structural planarity of protomolecules can

both be satisfied at the same time, which will aid more accurate modeling of these

materials. The results also provide fundamental explanations of some important

structural features of eumelanin-like materials, such as the planar and small size of

protomolecules.

One of the most extensively studied applications of PDA is in the form of a

component in GO-based nanocomposites. In this thesis, explanations of the enhanced

mechanical properties and shrinking ability of GO-PDA paper have been proposed.

The results show that the enhanced strength of GO-PDA might merely come from the

additional non-covalent interactions provided by PDA, and not from covalent cross-

linking that was suggested from other studies. This finding implies an opportunity

to increase the mechanical properties of GO-PDA paper further if a large amount

of covalent cross-linking can form to connect GO-PDA sheets together with covalent

bonds. The shrinking mechanism of GO-PDA during dehydration discovered here

might apply to other 2-D materials.

7.2 Opportunities for future research

This thesis provides an essential framework to study the macroscopic properties of

eumelanin and PDA using multi-scale modeling methods. Possible opportunities for

future research are discussed in this section.

One direction is to extend the investigation on the molecular structure of DHI

oligomers to consider larger molecules (e.g., pentamers, hexamers). This future work

will need to consider many more molecular structures compared to those used in

this thesis. As a result, the conventional DFT calculations performed in this thesis
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(Chapter 5) is not suitable to calculate the energy of such significant amount of

molecules. Using semi-empirical methods such as PM6 and PM7 might be a possible

solution to reduce the computational cost. This future work will provide more details

on the molecular structures of eumelanin and PDA as well as provide better molecular

models for these materials.

Another direction is to consider environmental effects (e.g., pH value and tem-

perature) on the polymerization mechanism of eumelanin and PDA. By understand-

ing environmental effects on the polymerization mechanism, tuning the properties of

eumelanin-like materials can be achieved by controlling the molecular structures of

protomolecules. Since conventional DFT calculation is hard to consider environmen-

tal effects and non-reactive MD simulation is not able to model the polymerization

mechanism, a possible solution is to develop a new version of ReaxFF which is trained

to solve this particular problem.

Regarding GO-PDA paper, one possible direction to extend the current study

(Chapter 6) is to use a coarse-grained model to simulate much larger systems, which

can mimic the actual sizes (up tol00 am) of GO sheets in experiments. Since the GO

and GO-PDA models used in the thesis are defect-free due to their small sizes, the

simulated mechanical strengths are much higher than those measured in experiments.

More reasonable values for the mechanical properties of GO-based nanocomposites

can be simulated by using a well-trained coarse-grained model with a proper amount

of defects. Besides, computational time can be significantly reduced by using a coarse-

grained model, which implies that tuning the mechanical properties (e.g., strength,

toughness, and Young's modulus) of GO-based nanocomposites becomes feasible.
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Appendix A

Supplementary methods

A.1 Criteria to define secondary structures

Both experimental and computational studies suggested that eumelanin protomolecules

could form stacked aggregates via 7r-7r stacking and van der Waals interaction. The

stacked aggregates are referred to as eumelanin secondary structures. To define

whether two adjacent eumelanin protomolecules stack together and belong to the

same secondary structure in the simulations, two criteria are adopted in this the-

sis (Criteria 1 and 2). The geometry showing the criteria is depicted in Fig. A-1,

where two eumelanin protomolecules are represented in a direction perpendicular to

the average plane of the molecular structure. Although the tetrameric model is used

to illustrate the concepts of the criteria, the same criteria are also applied to other

eumelanin molecular models considered in this thesis.

The interlayer spacing between two stacked eumelanin protomolecules was found

to be around 3-4 A in both experimental and computational studies. However, the

distance between the centers of two stacked eumelanin protomolecules in the simula-

tions is usually larger than this distance range due to interlayer shifting. In general,

the shifting distance depends on the size of the molecular structure. For larger molec-

ular structures, the shifting distance is usually larger; thus the distance between the

centers of two stacked eumelanin protomolecules is also larger. For the oligomeric

models, Criteria 1 defines that if two eumelanin protomolecules are considered belong
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to the same secondary structure, the distance between the centers should be smaller

than 8 A. For the monomeric model, since the molecular size is much smaller than

that of the oligomeric models, Criteria 1 defines that the distance between centers

should be smaller than 6 A for two monomers to be considered belong to the same

secondary structure.

In addition to the distance requirement (Criteria 1) as mentioned above, an orien-

tation requirement is also adopted. If the distance between two adjacent eumelanin

protomolecules satisfies the distance requirement (Criteria 1), then their orientation

vectors are calculated. The orientation vector of a eumelanin protomolecule is defined

in Fig. A-2. If the absolute value of the dot product of the two orientation vectors

is larger than 0.8 (Criteria 2) for the oligomeric models, which means that these

two eumelanin protomolecules are almost in parallel to each other, they are consid-

ered stack together and belong to the same secondary structure. For the monomeric

model, the absolute value of the dot product should be larger than 0.9 (Criteria 2).

These two criteria that are used to define the secondary structures are empirical.

The parameters in the distance and orientation requirements are tuned to produce

correct statistical results in small-scale systems, in which the secondary structures

can be identified manually. The definition of the reference atoms for the tetrameric

model is shown in Fig. A-2. For the pentameric, octameric, and monomeric models,

the definition is shown in Fig. A-3. Method to define orientation vectors are shown

below:

1. Locate the coordinates of the four reference atoms.

2. Define central position as the averaged coordinate of the reference atoms.

3. Generate reference vectors, V, 3 and V2,4.

4. Define the orientation vector, Vn = V1 ,3 x V2 ,4 .

5. Normalize V to a unit vector.
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< 8.0A 3.5 - 4.o A
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A

Figure A-1: Criteria to define secondary structures. This figure is adopted from Ref.
[9]. Reprinted with permission from Nature Publishing Group.

< n

1 4

3.

Figure A-2: Definition of orientation vector of eumelanin protomolecule. This figure
is adopted from Ref. [9]. Reprinted with permission from Nature Publishing Group.
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Figure A-3: Definitions of reference atoms for pentameric, octameric, and monomeric

models. This figure is adopted from Ref. [9]. Reprinted with permission from Nature

Publishing Group.
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A.2 Projection product calculation

The definition of the orientation vectors discussed in the previous section is used to

calculate the projection product of a DHI oligomer in Chapter 5. The projection prod-

uct of a DHI oligomer made of m DHI units is defined as: E' IiVi . Vn,i+l / (n - 1),

where V,i and Vn,i+1 are the orientation vectors of i-th and (i + 1)-th DHI units in

the DHI oligorner. The orientation vector of a DHI unit is defined in Fig. A-4.

n

14

23

Figure A-4: Definition of orientation vector of DHI unit.

A.3 MD equilibration scheme

300 K 300 K

1 ps. 1 ps.

E

1K 1K

1 ps. 1 ps. Time

Initial energy minimization Energy minimization Energy minimization

Output: geometryl Output: geometry2
energyl energy2

Figure A-5: MD equilibration scheme to find most stable geomatry. The MD equi-

libration includes 10 iterations. Each iteration generates a geometry and the corre-

sponding energy.
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Appendix B

Supplementary results and

discussion

B.1 Comparison between DFT and MD

To verify that CVFF [58, 59] is a suitable force field for modeling eumelanin pro-

tomolecules, simulations results calculated using MD simulations with CVFF are

compared to that calculated using DFT calculations. M1 monomer in the monomeric

model (Fig. B-1) is used for the comparison since it has fewer atoms than the other

eumelanin molecular models. The molecular structure of MI monomer is optimized

using DFT calculations implemented in an ab initio quantum chemistry program

package, ORCA [71], with the B3LYP [72, 73] and the Ahlrichs-VDZ polarized basis

set [74]. The same molecular structure is also equilibrated using MD simulations with

CVFF. The comparisons of the bond lengths and angles obtained from both methods

are shown in Table B.1 and B.2, respectively. The results show that the average

difference between using the DFT calculations and MD simulations with CVFF is

less than 0.8% for the bond lengths and 1.3% for the angles. Since the other eu-

melanin molecular models consist of molecular structures similar to M1 monomer,

the difference between using both methods on these molecular models should also

be small. The results suggest that CVFF is accurate enough in modeling eumelanin

protomolecules.
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Bond DFT (A) MD (A) Diff. (%)

1 C3-C9 1.5172 1.5084 -0.581
2 C3-C2 1.5636 1.5581 -0.35
3 C3-H15 1.1055 1.1052 -0.0296
4 C3-H16 1.1055 1.1052 -0.029
5 C2-N1 1.4569 1.4789 1.5081
6 C2-H13 1.1082 1.1079 -0.0265
7 C2-H14 1.108 1.1079 -0.0122
8 N1-C8 1.3811 1.4015 1.4711
9 N1-H12 1.0092 1.0266 1.7229
10 C8-C9 1.4043 1.4106 0.445
11 C8-C7 1.4008 1.4122 0.8141
12 C7-C6 1.4039 1.3966 -0.5185
13 C7-H20 1.0962 1.0789 -1.5745
14 C6-C5 1.4111 1.4063 -0.3366
15 C6-011 1.3622 1.3722 0.7345
16 011-H19 0.9711 0.9579 -1.3583
17 C5-010 1.37 1.3724 0.1735
18 C5-C4 1.4019 1.3962 -0.4119
19 010-H18 0.9707 0.9578 -1.3256
20 C9-C4 1.393 1.4139 1.4992
21 C4-H17 1.0975 1.0793 -1.6578

Table B.1: Comparison of bond lengths calculated using DFT and MD simulations.
This table is adopted from Ref. [9]. Reprinted with permission from Nature Publish-
ing Group.
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Angle DFT (deg.) MD (deg.) Diff. (%)

1 C2-C3-C9 103.7938 103.2263 -0.5467
2 C9-C3-H15 112.1342 111.1485 -0.8791
3 C9-C3-H16 112.1272 111.1473 -0.8739
4 C2-C3-H15 111.2015 111.6368 0.3914
5 C2-C3-H16 111.2069 111.6364 0.3863
6 H15-C3-H16 106.4906 108.0535 1.4677
7 C3-C2-N1 104.3361 107.1878 2.7332
8 C3-C2-H13 111.3766 111.0935 -0.2542
9 C3-C2-H14 111.3823 111.0939 -0.2589
10 N1-C2-H13 111.4686 110.4347 -0.9275
11 N1-C2-H14 111.466 110.4356 -0.9244
12 H13-C2-H14 106.9015 106.6362 -0.2482
13 C2-N1-C8 112.3604 107.9425 -3.9319
14 C2-N1-H12 123.3564 126.6671 2.6838
15 C8-N1-H12 124.2823 125.3904 0.8916
16 N1-C8-C9 110.3711 112.7048 2.1144
17 N1-C8-C7 129.2486 127.1736 -1.6055
18 C9-C8-C7 120.3803 120.1217 -0.2148
19 C8-C7-C6 119.4059 118.9209 -0.4061
20 C8-C7-H20 121.1242 120.0451 -0.891
21 C6-C7-H20 119.4699 121.034 1.3092
22 C7-C6-C5 120.5039 120.8493 0.2866
23 C7-C6-011 122.3509 118.4128 -3.2187
24 C5-C6-011 117.1452 120.738 3.067
25 C6-011-H19 109.0402 108.88 -0.1469
26 C6-C5-010 117.4429 120.6924 2.7669
27 C6-C5-C4 119.1498 120.8803 1.4524
28 C4-C5-010 123.4073 118.4273 -4.0354
29 C5-010-H18 108.7279 108.9821 0.2338
30 C9-C4-C5 120.6856 118.6245 -1.7078
31 C5-C4-H17 118.9031 121.1484 1.8883
32 C9-C4-H17 120.4113 120.2271 -0.1529
33 C3-C9-C8 109.1383 108.9386 -0.1829
34 C3-C9-C4 130.9872 130.458 -0.404
35 C8-C9-C4 119.8745 120.6034 0.608

Table B.2: Comparison of angle degrees calculated using DFT and MD simulations.
This table is adopted from Ref. [9]. Reprinted with permission from Nature Publish-
ing Group.
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Figure B-1: Molecular structure and atom numbering of MI monomer. This figure is
adopted from Ref. [9]. Reprinted with permission from Nature Publishing Group.
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B.2 Orientation of eumelanin protomolecules
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Figure B-2: Orientation of eumelanin protomolecules using tetrameric, pentameric,
octameric, and monomeric models. The statistical results show the X, Y, and Z
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Reprinted with permission from Nature Publishing Group.
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B.3 Comparison between ZINDO/S and Frenkel

exciton model

A semi-empirical quantum chemistry method, ZINDO/S, and the Frenkel exciton

model are implemented to calculate the absorption spectrum of a simple system con-

taining two stacked tetramers (i.e., the tetrameric model proposed by Kaxiras et al.

[5]). The interlayer spacing between the two tetramers is adjusted to 4.0 A, which is

a typical interlayer distance between stacked eumelanin protomolecules. The results

(Fig. B-4) show that the Frenkel exciton model is accurate enough in calculating the

absorption spectra of the eumelanin protomolecules since these two methods both

predict similar results.

-2-layer Tetramer ZINDO/S
......2-layer Tetramer Frenkel Exciton

C-6

C,,

300 400 500 600 700 800
Wavelength (nm)

Figure B-4: Comparison between ZINDO/S method and Frenkel exciton model. The
results obtained using both methods are very close. This figure is adopted from Ref.
[9]. Reprinted with permission from Nature Publishing Group.
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B.4 Absorption spectra for other eumelanin molec-

ular models

Additional simulation results for other eumelanin molecular models including a tetrameric

model proposed by Panzella et al. [12] and a pentameric model proposed by Arzillo

et al. [13] are reported. In addition to the four different eumelanin molecular models

discussed in Chapter 3, these two molecular models are also considered since they

have been isolated and structurally characterized in the experiments [12, 13]. The

molecular models and equilibrium structures of the small-scale systems made of these

two models are shown in Fig. B-5. Since the tetrameric model proposed by Kaxiras

et al. [5] and the pentaneric model proposed by Cheng et al. [6, 7] are already

considered in Chapter 3, the tetrameric model proposed by Panzella et al. [12] and

the pentameric model proposed by Arzillo et al. [13] are referred to as the tetrameric

model (D), and pentameric model (D), respectively.

The absorption spectra of these two models are shown in Fig. B-6. The results

support the arguments and conclusions in Chapter 3; the excitonic couplings among

the eumelanin protomolecules are strong enough to change the landscape of the ab-

sorption spectrum, and the superposition is invalid in this situation. In addition,

as more molecules are considered in a system, the simulated spectrum of the system

becomes more broaden and smooth, which is consistent with the eumelanin molecular

models discussed in Chapter 3. However, these two molecular models are unlikely to

be the dominant protomolecules of eumelanin. From the structural perspective, these

two molecular models are not planar structures; thus, they do not form quasi-ordered

secondary structures, which is in contrary to the recent experimental observations

[10, 40]. From the optical perspective, since these two molecular models are not pla-

nar structures, the electrons on these molecules are less delocalized than other planar

molecular models (e.g., the tetrameric model proposed by Kaxiras et al. [5] as well as

the pentameric and octameric models proposed by Cheng et al. [6, 7]). As a result,

these two molecular models do not absorb the visible light with longer wavelength (>

500 nm), which is in contrary to the absorption spectrum of eumelanin. Although
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Figure B-5: Molecular models of eumelanin (other molecular models). (a) Tetrameric
model proposed by Panzella et al. [12]. (b) Two-layer stacked structure of tetrameric
model. (c) Three-layer stacked structure of tetrameric model. (d) Pentameric model
proposed by Arzillo et al. [13]. (e) Two-layer stacked structure of pentameric model.
(f) Three-layer stacked structure of pentameric model. This figure is adopted from
Ref. [9]. Reprinted with permission from Nature Publishing Group.

these particular molecular models were found to exist in the experiments [12, 13],

they might not constitute the majority of the chemically disordered mixture.
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Figure B-6: Absorption spectra for other eumelanin molecular models. (a) and (c)

are the respective spectra of the small-scale systems calculated directly with the

ZINDO/S method. (b) and (d) are the respective spectra of the large-scale systems.

The excitonic interactions are calculated using the Frenkel exciton model with the

atomic transition charge distribution method. This figure is adopted from Ref. [9].

Reprinted with permission from Nature Publishing Group.
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B.5 Absorption spectra for different redox forms

Eight different redox forms of the tetrameric model proposed by Kaxiras et al. [5]

are considered. There are 21 possible redox forms in a tetramer, but only eight

of them have large negative formation energy and are considered as the dominant

tetramers. The molecular structures of these tetramers are shown in Fig. B-7. The

molecular name of these tetramers are adopted from the work of Kaxiras et al. [5].

The tetrameric model discussed in Chapters 2, 3, and 4 is tetramer QIQI (Fig. B-7e),

which is the most stable tetramer among these eight different redox forms.

The absorption spectra of the small-scale systems made of the tetramers in dif-

ferent redox forms are shown in Fig. B-8. These results show that considering dif-

ferent redox forms does not change the arguments and conclusions in Chapter 3.

No matter what redox forms the eumelanin protomolecules are, as long as they are

aromatic-conjugated oligomers, the arguments and conclusions are valid: the exci-

tonic couplings among the eumelanin protomolecules are strong enough to change

the landscape of the spectrum, and as more molecules are considered in a system, the

spectrum of the system becomes more broaden and smooth.

a

4, Or,

10

b 14 4

6#..

A 1 11,

14

d , . ,R

41 1,I ~ I-4r

p< {

-?/ / ,

Figure B-7: Molecular structure of tetrameric model in different redox forms. The
molecular structures of the eight dominant tetramers are (a) QQHH, (b) QHQH,
(c) QQIH, (d) QHQI, (e) QIQI, (f) QQII, (g) QQQH, and (h) QQQI. This figure is
adopted from Ref. [9]. Reprinted with permission from Nature Publishing Group.
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Figure B-8: Absorption spectra of tetrameric model in different redox forms. The
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is adopted from Ref. [9]. Reprinted with permission from Nature Publishing Group.
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B.6 Checkerboard representations of dimers
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Figure B-9: Checkerboard representations of dimers. (a)

representations of Dimer-1 to Dimer-18, respectively.

to (r) show the checkerboard
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B.7 Molecular structures and energies of dimers

and trimers
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Figure B-10: Molecular structures of dimers.
of Dimer-1 to Dimer-18, respectively.

(a) to (r) show the molecular structures
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Figure B-11: Molecular structures of trimers.

of Trimer-1 to Trimer-18, respectively.

(a) to (r) show the molecular structures
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Figure B-12: Molecular structures of trimers.
of Trimer-19 to Trimer-36, respectively.

(a) to (r) show the molecular structures
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Figure B-13: Molecular structures of trimers.

of Trimer-37 to Trimer-54, respectively.

(a) to (r) show the molecular structures
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Figure B-14: Molecular structures of trimers.
of Trimer-55 to Trimer-72, respectively.

(a) to (r) show the molecular structures
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Figure B-15: Molecular structures of trimers.
of Trimer-73 to Trimer-90, respectively.

(a) to (r) show the molecular structures
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ID Bonding Energy ID Bonding Energy ID Bonding Energy

1 4-7' 0.66* 7 2-7' 3.61* 13 4-7' 0.63
2 7-7' 5.27* 8 2-4' 0.85* 14 4-4' 4.07*

3 7-7' 0.94 9 2-2' 0.37 15 2-4' 1.61*
4 4-7' 5.56* 10 2-2' 3.00* 16 2-4' 0
5 2-7' 3.62* 11 2-4' 1.61* 17 4-4' 1.14

6 2-7' 0.63* 12 2-7' 0.62 18 4-7' 0.64*

Table B.3: Relative energies and covalent bonding positions of all dimers. The en-

ergies in the table are relative energies compared to the most stable dimer (Dimer-

16). The energy unit is kcal/mol, and * indicates that the molecule is a higher

energy conformation. The more stable dimers are those made through 2,4'-position,
2,2'-position, and 2,7'-position. The less stable dimers are those made through 4,7'-

position, 7,7'-position, and 4,4'-position.
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ID Energy ID Energy ID Energy ID Energy ID Energy ID Energy

0.53
1.07
5.29
6.17
3.84
0.34
1.87
1.07
0.43
1.85
4
0.67
3.83
8.13
12.68
8.88
7.45
2.27
2.43
3.2
2.24
1.41
5.64
9.71
6.01
10.74
10.74
4.97
6.39
4.68
5.46
4.25
3.49
5.25
5.14
7.76

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72

10.8
9.48
9.17
6.08
2.21
8.77
7.55
5.39
4.64
5.32
1.19
6.73
5.18
7.01
7.76
5.71
2.85
3.88
5.18
3.21
4.66
9.25
5.57
8.36
5.26
3
0.23
2.98
4.17
2.17
3.86
4.34
2.54
5.9
1.94
2.2

73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108

5.88
4.36
7.76
8.94
3.66
5.84
3.86
6.43
4.78
3.27
4.67
8.79
9.59
4.01
0.2
1.73
2.27
0
8.56
1.16
1.01
3.27
5.64
6.06
1.93
2.43
0.44
3.67
1.53
0.77
4.37
1.7
3.66
1.63
0.96
7.95

109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144

7.48
6.34
2.89
1.66
2.41
5.84
7.56
3.55
6.33
3.71
5.05
3.6
5.38
7.98
4.78
1.77
2.76
2.28
5.2
6.58
1.54
2.79
3.34
2.2
2.83
1.47
0.74
1.77
3.59
0.89
3.47
2.74
3.92
1.66
6.34
4.83

145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180

2.84
2.4
0.95
2.51
2.44
2.52
0.48
3.88
1.91
0.3
1.42
6.08
3.48
5.08
5.05
3.66
9.69
7.9
3.81
3.87
4.16
6.99
9.19
7.08
4.01
5.08
3.35
6.74
3.18
6.72
5.86
1.89
3.78
9.29
5.04
6.56

181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216

7.47
1.12
1.78
4.17
10.68
5.53
5.13
1.6
3.51
1.07
4.62
5.74
6.01
6.79
5.74
2.04
1.45
1.89
1.93
2.55
2.54
2.44
4.67
5.75
11.21
6.84
5.61
7.01
9.25
6.14
2.73
5.81
2.06
3.56
6.53
6.56

Relative energies of all trimers. The energies in the table are relative
energies compared to the most stable trimer (Trimer-90). The energy unit is kcal/mol.
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B.8 Pulling tests for GO and GO-PDA paper
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Figure B-23: Force-strain and stress-strain curves for GO models.
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Figure B-24: Force-strain and stress-strain curves for GO-PDA models.
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Appendix C

Supplementary simulation data

C -2.817892 1.255942 0.000249
C -3.653165 2.472596 0.000097
N -2.900824 3.595696 -0.000049
C -1.593339 3.162186 -0.000001
C -0.416748 3.908658 -0.000078
C 0.863371 3.143171 -0.00015
0 1.979206 3.658893 0.000624
C 0.855637 1.641968 0.000208
o 2.073069 1.095179 0.00035
C -0.301035 0.938668 0.000305
C -1.529869 1.678537 0.000185
H -3.194141 0.240444 0.000395
H 2.706435 1.851993 0.000124
H -0.302817 -0.153741 0.000489
C 0.783977 6.154075 -0.00021
C -0.336071 5.346179 -0.000092
N -1.484809 6.176498 0.000009
C -1.137632 7.479031 -0.000007
C -1.946232 8.626131 0.000115
C -1.212386 9.932066 0.000274
0 -1.743077 11.022618 -0.000628
C 0.355769 9.946528 -0.000545
0 0.922793 11.020735 -0.000526
C 1.059444 8.673309 -0.000365
C 0.345274 7.509161 -0.000199
C -4.213148 9.804104 0.000257
C -3.378202 8.587824 0.000148
N -4.128879 7.467136 0.000083
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C -5.441144 7.900446 0.000137
C -6.618982 7.162976 0.000094
C -7.924604 7.923558 0.000098
0 -9.011475 7.376559 -0.000117
C -7.897599 9.42872 0.0002
0 -9.12899 9.96462 0.000191
C -6.730768 10.115322 0.000277
C -5.499642 9.378766 0.000232
C -7.814935 4.912443 -0.000056
C -6.697904 5.723988 0.000036
N -5.546267 4.892268 0.000053
C -5.890138 3.590504 0.00004
C -5.081843 2.439396 0.000138
C -5.81888 1.133297 0.000461
0 -5.290071 0.042629 -0.000983
C -7.386202 1.12074 -0.000622
0 -7.956085 0.048501 -0.00058
C -8.088009 2.395769 -0.000297
C -7.372537 3.558607 -0.000105
H 1.80996 5.81009 -0.000332
H -2.442556 5.824596 0.000116
H 2.152907 8.688248 -0.00053
H -3.835185 10.819164 0.000322
H -9.065118 10.936075 0.000251
H -6.705352 11.210464 0.000346
H -8.841802 5.252976 -0.000125
H -4.588935 5.246514 0.000127
H -9.181554 2.38318 -0.000437

Table C.1: Atom types and coordinates (unit: A) of eumelanin tetrameric model
proposed by Kaxiras et al. [5]. The molecular structure is optimized using DFT
calculations.
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-6.596462
-7.767197
-8.878707
-8.559588
-9.424691
-8.945703
-9.677232
-7.488554
-7.121835
-6.646922
-7.142887
-6.179879
-10.473803
-5.61014
-6.650385
-7.796312
-8.958984
-8.701771
-9.654661
-9.252356
-10.035819
-7.735157
-7.443848
-6.745669
-7.255203
-10.715454
-5.666747
-5.261091
-4.177959
-2.99515
-3.253355
-2.2527
-2.757719

4.758326
5.681664
5.064569
3.712062
2.720826
1.326714
0.398623
1.106092
-0.177751
2.134726
3.474694
-0.27542
2.917394
1.904544
8.095879
7.138541
7.730831
9.086259
10.048228
11.455269
12.371955
11.788183
12.975179
10.680425
9.353284
9.798483
13.040299
7.777583
8.712558
7.982173
6.617659
5.644207
4.297217

0.204575
0.049121
-0.231067
-0.312884
-0.648563
-0.725939
-1.022798
-0.416372
-0.49264
-0.081006
-0.020448
-0.261511
-0.87754
0.163078
0.205046
0.202184
0.289754
0.33402
0.439866
0.458063
0.577913
0.303808
0.261336
0.219837
0.252091
0.514349
0.042507
0.183032
0.099252
0.136671
0.296321
0.353807
0.559181
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o -2.080809 3.275228 0.544366
C -4.264259 4.129475 0.878333
0 -4.5702 3.167083 1.54573
C -5.248806 5.157921 0.427905
C -4.694614 6.447839 0.311184
C -1.665809 8.349232 0.011445
C -1.001865 9.645055 -0.173359
N 0.314452 9.488635 -0.262185
C 0.570879 8.119196 -0.138635
C 1.724809 7.406029 -0.157927
C 1.668105 5.927816 0.00242
0 2.687337 5.261751 -0.011139
C 0.323436 5.244789 0.18631
0 0.432551 3.93641 0.313929
C -0.844186 6.000727 0.199566
C -0.678494 7.415243 0.034667
H -0.472387 3.522643 0.413829
H 2.714763 7.84797 -0.28752
C -4.171526 10.148575 0.011125
C -5.384061 10.995265 0.083735
N -4.974431 12.285382 -0.002334
C -3.612068 12.389945 -0.136856
C -2.87307 13.535273 -0.267194
C -1.429916 13.459485 -0.402189
o -0.693411 14.425963 -0.529095
C -0.846044 12.063821 -0.368904
0 0.447817 12.001352 -0.469368
C -1.650438 10.910182 -0.229635
C -3.08128 11.042735 -0.119228
H 0.738776 11.01093 -0.421171
H -3.332179 14.525948 -0.276796

Table C.2: Atom types and coordinates (unit: A) of eumelanin pentameric model
proposed by Cheng et al. [6, 7]. The molecular structure is optimized using DFT
calculations.
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-14.962405
-16.132772
-17.24038
-16.908976
-17.763678
-17.229493
-17.871263
-15.797668
-15.45038
-14.93547
-15.495364
-16.275412
-18.809117
-13.552436
-6.181978
-13.611554
-6.216765
-12.448193
-7.296816
-12.468448
-7.323113
-11.22335
-8.465373
-11.291222
-8.545925
-11.472339
-8.200566
-11.59135
-8.305191
-10.512253
-9.151999
-10.647199
-9.263608
-11.079375
-8.628281

5.375431
4.450071
5.10672
6.456764
7.476881
8.824508
9.837439
9.025726
10.312905
7.997728
6.656838
10.772077
7.315246
8.238312
8.093144
4.978752
4.845034
7.285133
7.18903
5.891358
5.795346
7.894586
7.890816
5.205698
5.147474
9.117711
9.150373
3.928435
3.897225
10.164488
10.231242
2.842476
2.818744
11.307901
11.547787

-0.111761
-0.332022
-0.560114
-0.5253
-0.813363
-0.810901
-1.108995
-0.431108
-0.498717
-0.076055
-0.202316
-0.814761
-1.07966
0.318716
0.411427
0.07027
0.623784
0.211497
0.752027
0.122973
0.777179
0.432264
0.905466
0.238434
0.7593
0.819312
0.634437
0.331114
0.444424
1.120995
0.754198
0.462748
0.290621
1.887228
0.348067
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-11.321746
-8.718503
-10.414793
-9.317285
-10.87642
-9.445217
-12.554268
-7.175195
-12.72167
-7.235043
-12.939777
-6.906736
-13.025799
-6.876496
-13.44641
-6.247592
-13.633713
-6.360049
-12.942204
-6.766395
-13.056221
-6.84784
-12.101668
-7.7928
-14.814607
-5.906972
-14.513223
-5.291261
-16.117853
-14.986231
-15.45833
-16.805996
-17.651557
-19.06717
-19.891812

1.577358
1.49316
12.079383
12.548723
0.919328
0.603364
11.488096
11.716135
1.243975
1.32337
12.573251
12.962346
0.06421
0.097385
10.580384
10.664603
2.385254
2.355376
9.394057
9.361097
3.694417
3.635318
12.992608
13.423535
0.03691
0.033363
10.769101
2.188913
3.006533
2.112533
0.824242
0.801307
-0.254408
0.002926
-0.881154

0.92977
-0.182463
2.573544
0.146567
1.839969
-0.585055
1.936128
0.013613
0.396208
-0.283854
2.591976
-0.293957
0.294687
-0.674883
1.413167
-0.026329
0.14773
-0.070799
0.831931
0.303963
0.203951
0.329558
2.917934
-0.225088
-0.089696
-0.752336
1.509259
-0.232674
-0.325155
-0.111597
-0.198713
-0.453159
-0.613011
-0.882414
-1.039656
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C -19.49282 1.460104 -0.962273
0 -20.791578 1.611263 -1.208984
C -18.611024 2.497002 -0.795628
C -17.245393 2.196293 -0.537218
H -21.019068 2.558846 -1.252725
H -17.33318 -1.296793 -0.550433
H -18.916023 3.543205 -0.855077
C -4.817066 7.694539 0.288676
C -3.648948 8.59575 0.003155
N -2.500873 7.962092 0.094412
C -2.800384 6.657925 0.445714
C -1.908722 5.686322 0.773276
C -2.40375 4.384671 1.234993
0 -1.662155 3.479345 1.582805
C -3.897556 4.189865 1.260763
0 -4.239834 3.006316 1.788403
C -4.79753 5.135069 0.787204
C -4.251572 6.446063 0.502041
H -5.20525 2.968979 1.929128
H -0.829076 5.847452 0.752845
C -3.699188 9.98024 -0.373653
C -4.865363 10.934731 -0.414257
N -4.508365 12.124965 -0.834962
C -3.151745 12.06777 -1.099207
C -2.376293 13.077664 -1.575015
C -0.953406 12.807787 -1.786464
0 -0.147245 13.628282 -2.212083
C -0.422223 11.42724 -1.463728
0 0.880499 11.294663 -1.688276
C -1.223088 10.428122 -0.98802
C -2.608189 10.726839 -0.801623
H 1.187558 12.172395 -2.025241
H -2.769497 14.069471 -1.803661
H -0.83563 9.438921 -0.751429

Table C.3: Atom types and coordinates (unit: A) of eumelanin octameric model
proposed by Cheng et al. [6, 7]. The molecular structure is optimized using DFT
calculations.
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C -7.790908 5.002893 -0.002731
C -6.488093 5.867092 -0.026004
N -5.407027 4.890595 -0.005158
C -5.873416 3.591093 0.031108
C -5.151616 2.390947 0.0621
C -5.844596 1.170511 0.096848
0 -5.203583 -0.031076 0.128464
C -7.25549 1.14782 0.100693
0 -7.867159 -0.077554 0.135951
C -7.958045 2.360606 0.069323
C -7.277629 3.575619 0.034774
H -8.415153 5.244307 0.877156
H -4.430187 5.143993 -0.01137
H -9.055336 2.338243 0.072731
H -8.828857 0.054019 0.134592
H -4.244492 0.121229 0.121987
H -8.415791 5.197408 -0.893707
H -6.438161 6.546164 0.848299
H -6.441871 6.503904 -0.93155
H -4.055448 2.388807 0.059946

Table C.4: Atom types and coordinates (unit: A) of eumelanin monomeric model
(Ml) proposed by Dreyer et al. [8]. The molecular structure is optimized using DFT
calculations.
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C 0.744963 6.102932 0.002474
C -0.543527 5.239162 0.002538
N -1.620615 6.219489 0.000719
C -1.226016 7.52131 0.000158
C -1.985694 8.659458 -0.001289
C -1.338042 9.959021 -0.00163
0 -1.932037 11.023175 -0.003536
C 0.228571 9.983385 0.0004
0 0.820919 11.041058 -0.001209
C 0.946938 8.686677 0.001239
C 0.252382 7.533518 0.001347
H 1.371532 5.898445 -0.882803
H -2.596991 5.949632 0.000163
H 2.04116 8.7254 0.002
H 1.370951 5.899536 0.888406
H -0.603517 4.586826 0.893937
H -0.602326 4.584843 -0.887481
H -3.07898 8.635843 -0.002258

Table C.5: Atom types and coordinates (unit: A) of eumelanin monomeric model
(M2) proposed by Dreyer et al. [8]. The molecular structure is optimized using DFT
calculations.
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